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Nearly $100K tallied for
Relay, changes on way

YSU Chain We want Dunn as soon as possible
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
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Contingency plans. committee members, co-chairs and cash they talkedabout it all at the 17th annual Murray-Calloway
County Relay For Life wrap-up meeting held Monday night in
the Curris Center.
While several teams lost money during harsh weather conditions at this year's Relay For Life and collections are currently
down. the Relay Committee announced nearly $100,000 has
been raked so far tor the American Cancer Society.
With Aug. 31 being the final deadline for the fundraising year.
the event still has a chance to
obtain the S I 50,(X0 goal set in
1
late January.
Relay For Life Co-chairs
Jennifer and Mike Young also
RELAY
announced they would not
FOR LIFE work on the csimmittee next
sear, and after eight years
serving as the American
Cancer Society liaison, Pam
Whittemore voiced her intent
to begin retirement.
1 wanted to thank you all for allowing me to be your community representative.- Whittemore said. "I've known the years
before you had a different rep each year. so I know you all have
been getting spoiled because you have had the same person for
awhile. I really have enjoyed working with you.With so many vacancie. Whittemoreurges everyone to come
aboard and help start the planning process for the end of this season and the next - starting with the annual Celebrity Waiter
Dinner. tentatively set for the end of summer 2013.
"Traditionally we would have the dinner in October, but with
our numbers being down, we just had to move it up for this
year.- she said.
Jennifer Young opened the floor to discussion about next
year's contingency plan. and after thorough discussion from
team captains, the discussion to move Relay For Life indoors in
coming years is at the forefront of future planning.
Tiffany Clayton. survivor chair for the Relay Committee and
having battled cancer herself, summarized most of the comments
shared -during the meeting. stressing the need for sale altentatis es should unforeseen circumstances embattle the 'Relay.
-This is who wt are here for.- Clayton said. "We've got to do
something soon to accommodate people."
Specific awards included: Church and Youth Team: First
United Methodist Church - $7.391: Corporate: Murray Bank $8.162: Non-corporate: Buck Cancer - $5,119: People's
Choice: Kirksey—Goshen - S$5.350: Rookie Team: Locust
Grove Baptist Church - $4.213: Residential College: and
University Team: White College - $1,499: Most Spirit: 8th
Wonders - $2,738: Sorority: Sigma Sigma Sigma - $845:
Fraternity: Sigma Chi' - $829: Individual: Tiffany Clayton over $3,7(X): Team Theme: Buck Cancer: Last Team Standing:
Alpha Signa Phi.
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Tuesday: Sunny, with a
high near 83 Southwest wind
6 to 15 mph. with gusts as
high as 21 mph.
Tuesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 63.

Southwest wind around 10
mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 85. Southwest
wind 9 to 13 mph, with gusts
as high as 18 mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 63.
Southwest wind 8 to 10 mph.
Thursday: A 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 78. Southwest
wind 8 to 11 mph.
Thursday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 62. South southwest wind around 6 mph.
Friday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Partly
sunny, with a high near 80.
Southwest wind 5 to 8 mph.
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Dunn

The chairman of Youngstown State
University's board of trustees says the
board wants Murray State University
President Dr. Randy Dunn to start his
new job on the Youngstown, Ohio
campus as soon as possible.
On Friday. the YSU trustees voted
8-0 to authorize board Chair

Sudershan Garg and Vice Chair John about 14.(XX) students and the profile
Jakubek to negotiate and execute an of the university is sery similar to
employment contract with Dunn to Murray State. although its mission is
start as YSU's next president. In an urban-focused. The communities are
emailed statement Monday, Dunn certainly
the
with
different,
said he and his wife, Dr. Ronda Dunn,
Youngstown and Nlahoning Valley
hoped to get started at YSU in about
region having a population of about
two months.
6000X)
and situated right in the mid"Ronda and 1 are excited about getting started there, which will probably
II See Page 2
be in mid-July," Dunn said. "YSU is

Top Democrat
calls for public
testimony on
Benghazi attack
By PHILIP ELLIOTT
Associated Press

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
MAKING HAY: Michael Palmer drives his tractor Monday afternoon as iticollects grass
that is transferred into the bed of an adjacent truck in a field in northern Calloway County.
The grass, known as haylage, will be used to feed beef cattle that Palmer's family raise.
Heavy rains to start 2013 have pushed back, agricultural tasks throughout the county so
many fields were quite active on a sunny day Monday.

wASHIN(i'D IN AP) -- the
top Democrat on the House
Oversight panel said Monda%
that the authors of an independent investigation into the deadly assault in Benghazi. Libya,
should answer questions about
their work at a congressional
hearing, not in a pri‘ ate deposition that the Republicans 55 Jilt.
'Iir our COIOIMIlleC Is truly
interested in impros ing the
security of American diplomatic personnel oserseas, members
of our committee and the
American public should hear
first-hand from the individuals
who have done the most

III See Page 2

Sharp pleads to charges in chase case: Sasse case reviewed
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
A Hazel man who allegedly led officers on
a high-speed chase last fall, and was later
located in Indiana pleaded guilty Monday to
charges related to that incident.
Ronnie Harold Sharp, 42, accepted a plea
agreement offer from Commonwealth
Attorney Mark Blankenship that calls for a

20-year jail sentence. The sentence is in
relation to a total of 14 charges in the case.
it was noted.
Sharp is accused of leading Calloway
County Sheriff's deputies on a high-speed
chase the evening of Oct. I. 2012. Police
said that chase began on U.S. 641 north of
Murray and twisted through parts of the city
before ending at the intersection of New
Providence and Dodd roads southeast of

town with the crash of a pickup truck- Sharp
was allegedly driving at the time.
Shortly after that crash, a homeowner on
Dodd Road repotted that his pickup truck
was missing. It was found the next morning
in a parking lot at the intersection 01 K.94
and Van Cleave Road.
In November, U.S. Marshals reported

•See Page 2

KTC to share
plans for Benton
interchange work
Special to the Ledger
BENTON, Ky. - The
Transportation
Kentucky
Cabinet (KYTC) has finalized
plans for reconstruction of the
Purchase Parkway/KY 348 Exit
43 interchange at Benton.
Plans call for converting the
existing toll plaza interchange
into a modern diamond interchange that will meet standards
for the parkway to become part
of Interstate 69, according to
Keith Todd, public information
officer for the Kentucky
Cabinet's
Transportation
District One and District Two.
According to KYTC District
Development
Project
I
Engineer Mike McGregor, the

See Page 2

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
PAVE THE WAY: The crew of Facilities Management at Murray State University laid
asphalt paving Monday morning to the parking lot next to Clark College and Winslow
Dining Hall. The crews will also be paying near Regents and White dormitones in the following days.
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Garg said the board is eager for
From Front
Dunn to get started. He said the
die of a growing tech corridor length of time for the contract
between
Cleveland
and negotiations will depend on the
Pittsburgh.• However, we will attorneys of both parties. but he
miss Murray a great deal and we
hoped it could be negotiated
appreciate the tremendous support we have received from this within the next two weeks.
,"The time frame has to be
community while here."
worked
between the board and
On the same day YSU
him
(Dunn)
and it will all
announced its selection, the
MSU Board of Regents met ar depend on his convenience of
its quarterly meeting and reaf- when he can start easily, but we
firmed its1-4 vote to not renew would like hini to start as soon
Dunn's contract, which is set to as he can," he said.
expire June 30, 2014. MSU
Garg said the board and camBoard
Chairman
Dr. pus community were very
Constantine W.Curris requested
impressed with Dunn when they
the re-vote to "clear the air"
met him.
after
Kentucky
Attorney
"He's a very, very vibrant
General Jack Conway had
individual,"
he said. "We were
issued an opinion stating that a
impressed
with him when
very
March 14 social gathering with
in Pittsburgh.
we
interviewed
a quorum of the board had violated the Open Meetings Act. and when he visited the campus
Before Friday's vote, Curris for two days, he and his wife
related what he could recall of both. I think they impressed the
the discussions that took place whole faculty community and
at that gathering, and other the board.
board members who were pres"We had a tough choice. We
ent concurred. The board also had three candidates. All were
voted to form a presidential very good. but he was the best
search team, but a timeline for
of the three. And I told my
hiring MSU's next president has
board that Kentucky's loss is
not been set
Ohio's
gain, Murray's loss is
The YSU board voted to offer
gain and Murray
Youngstown's
the position to Dunn after a fiveUniversity's
loss is YSU's
State
month national search, according to the YSU website. Three gain."
Garg said the YSU board was
finalists for the position visited
campus in the last two weeks, not at all troubled by the recent
and the board met in closed, difficulties Dunn had experiexecutive,session Friday to dis- enced with MSU's board.
cuss the candidates before pub"I don't know what transpired
4icly voting* to offer Dunn the between him and the board, but
position. ,The appointment will
he was very open with us and he
not be lima} until contract terms
told us that there were some difare reached, but Dunn would
ferences of opinion between
replace Cynthia E. Anderson,
who is retiring June 30 after him and the chairman of the
three year as president and 34 board," he said. "What the
board did there, this is their
years with the university.
In a telephone interview with headache and we are happy with
the Ledger & Times Monday, him here."

From Front
locating Sharp in Indianapolis.
Ind. and took him into custody.
He was extradited back to
Calloway County a short time
later, and he has remained in the
Calloway County Jail since his
return.
Charges against Sharp were:
Theft by unlawful taking; theft
by unlawful taking (automobile); wanton endangerment 1st
degree (against police); receiving stolen property under
$10010: fleeing/evading police
1st degree (in an automobile),
manufacturing methamphetamine 1st offense; reckless driving: operating a motor vehicle
with no tail lamps; fleeing/evading police(on foot); speeding 26
mph over the limit; disregarding
a stop sign; failure to maintain
insurance on a motor vehicle;
leaving the scene of an accident.
Blankenship
told
Judge
Dennis Foust that the commonwealth will not contest an early
release from jail into a; longterm rehabilitation facility that
features a program of at least
nine months. However, he also
told Foust that it is the judge's
decision when it comes to the
case.

Blankenship also said he was
surprised Monday when the
attorney for a Murray man
charged with causing the autocrash death of a New Concord
man last May revealed that his
side is seeking a plea offer.
James Sasse, is charged with
manslaughter 2nd degree in the
death of Danny Pittman,66, that
occurred May 6 on Ky. 121 near
New Concord. It was reported
that crash also seriously injured
Pittman's wife. Patsy, along
with cause injuries to the driver
of the pickup truck that struck
Pittman's SUV head on, as well
as a child in Sasse's vehicle that
also crashed after making contact with the SUV. Sasse is
charged with assault 1st degree
politics was behind eftons by for those injury cases.
Blankenship said he has asked
Secretary of Health and Human
Services Kathleen Sebelius to . for Straub to send a written verblock the unrestricted sale of the sion of an offer to his office for
Plan B One-Step morning-after the prosecutor to share .with
Pittman's family. This case was
pill and its generic competitors.
Last month, he ordered that in front of Foust in April at
which time Straub forwarded a
the levonorgestrel-based emerMotion to suppress evidence.
gency contraceptives be made
Foust denied that motion
available without a prescription
and without point-of-sale or age .Individuals facing charges are
restrictions. He then denied a innocent until proven guilty.
request to postpone his ruling
while the government appealed.
but gave them until Monday to
appeal again.

U.S. government files morning-after pill appeal
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Obama •administration on
Monday (filed a last-minute
appeal to delay the sale of the
morning-after contraceptive pill
to girls of any age without a prescription..'. .
The legal,paperwork asked the
2nd U.S.. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Manhattan to postpone a federal judge's ruling
that elimipated age limits on the
pill while. the government
appeals t(itt overall decision.
U.S. 12aFtrict Court Judge
Edward !Orman has said that
•
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Pictured above, fromleft, are Landon Fike, Callie Emerson and Eric Winkler. Together, they
will represent CCHS at this summer's Governor's Scholars Program.

CCHS to send three juniors to
Governor's Scholars Program
By David Dowdy
Public Relations Coordinator
Community Liaison
Calloway County Schools
Three Calloway County High
School students have been
selected to attend this summer's
Governor's Scholars Program.
Callie Emerson. the daughter of
Lesley and Erik Emerson of
Alnio. Landon like. the son of
Vanessa and Bobby Fike of
Kirksey. and Eric Winkler, son
of Angela and Scott Winkler of
Murray, will represent their
school in this prestigious scholarship program.
The Governor's Scholars
Program is a summer residential
program for outstanding high
school students in Kentucky
who are rising seniors. The
Program originated in 1983 as a
result of Kentucky leaders' concern that the state's "best and
brightest- were "leaving the

From Front
plans have Lcen shared with
eight property owners that will
be affected by the new interchange. Those plans are being
made available to others interested in the project.
"The final plans are available

Commonwealth to pursue educational and career opportunities elsewhere without fully
understanding the potential of
their talents at home. Students
who are selected to attend the
Program without charge. In the
spirit of partnership. the Office
of the Governor, the Kentucky
State. Legislature and private
enterprise come together to provide the financial support for the
Program.
The Program's mission is to
enhance Kentucky's next generation of civic and economic
leaders. The first class numbered 230 and was housed on
one college catnpus. Since then.
the program has enjoyed excellent support and grown to over
1.((X) students on three campuses.
Host campuses are determined
competitively every three years.
The 2013 sessions are to be

Murray State
in
Murra.
University
in
Renal-Mine
Louisville.and Morehead State
University in Morehead. The
core curriculum for these sunimer sessions is threefold:
Focus Area: a "major" subject
of study. assigned according to
scholar preference as indicated
on the application.
General Studies: an area of
study assigned by staff to challenge the scholars. Courses frequently include service-learning
components in the community.
Seminar: a discussion-based
small group session. Emphasis
is placed on respectful debate
and discussion. Scholars are
encouraged to ask probing questions.

for review at our district office,
in Paducah. We'll also continue to be available to meet with
landowners whose property will
be touched by the project"
McGregor said.
Approx-imately $20 million
is budgeted for the interchange
reconstruction. The project is

expected to be ready for a construction bid before the end of
2013.
McGregor says anyone interested in reviewing the final
plans for the new Purchase
Parkway/KY 348 Exit 43 interchange may contact him at 270898-2431.
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Matt Jennings

exhaustive review of these
attacks," Rep. Elijah Cummings
of Maryland wrote in a letter to
Rep. Darrell Issa,_ R-Calif., the
panel's chairman.
In a Sunday talk show appearance, lssa said he would seek.
sworn testimony from veteran
diplomat Thomas Pickering and
retired Adm. Mike Mullen, the
former chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. The two conducted an independent investigation of the Sept. 11 attack that
Ambassador
Chris
killed
Stevens and three other
Americans.
Their report was highly critical of the State Department's
handling of at the U.S. outpost.
Pickering, who also appeared on
the Sunday shows, defended his
scathing
assessment
but
absolved former Secretary of
State Hillary Rodham Clinton.
"We knew where the responsibility rested." said Pickering.
whose career working for
Republican and Democratic
administrations, spans four
decades.
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FALLEN OFFICERS MEMORIAL: The Murray Honor Guard members participated in the
Fraternal Order of Police fallen officers Memorial in Frankfort earlier this month. The group led
the procession, according to Sgt. David Howe, MPD Crime Prevention/Public Information.
Officers pictured, from left, are: Brant Shutt; Sam Bierds; Tim Fortner; and Chris Greenfield.

"I love all the music
performances, bingo
. and exercise class."
—Jane Sammons
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William 'Cowboy'Caviness

Obituaries
Henry Smith 'Hank' Hatcher

)to ProvIdeO

ft-ter, they

;to

A memorial service for Henry Smith "Hank- Hatcher, 84. of
Murray. will be held on Wednesday. May IS, 2013, at 7 p.m. at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home, with the Rev. Kerry Lambert officiating.
Visitation will be held from 5-7 p.m. on
Wednesday, May IS. 2013, at the funeral home.
Mr. Hatcher passed away Friday. May 10, 2013,
at his home.
He was born in Larne County, Hodgenville. Ky..
to the late Henry Wilson Hatcher and Mary
Geneva Smith Hatcher. He iqiti married to the late
Joanne Hamilton Hatcher on Nov. 22, 1958.
Mr. Hatcher was a veteran of the United States
Navy and served in the Korean War. He was of the
Hatcher
Baptist faith and was a retired painting contractor,
as well as an avid antique collector. He was honored 'to be selected as the most friendly and helpful
resident in his neighborhood.
In addition to his Parents. Mr. Hatcher was presitingoo••
•••••••••
sysimees••••
ceded in death by a sister, Jane Anne Hatcher.
Mr. Hatcher is survived by two daughters, Cheryl
Hatcher Clark and Tracy Hatcher Stalls and fiance Kevin Farmer, all
of Murray: brother. A.R. Hatcher and wife. Melva. of Murray; longtime life partner. Edith Heise and sons. Billy Heise and wife. Sherri
Jo. Paul Heise and wife. Phyllis. and Vincent Heise and wife. Tong:
four grandchildren. Shonna Miller, of Paducah. Jeremy Clark and
wife. Ashley, of Mayfield, Derek Stalls. of Murray. and Randa
Stalls, of Marion. III.: as well as seven great-grandchildren. one
nephew and several cousins.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice. 803 Poplar St.. Murray, Ky. 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.
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Patricia Louise Parish. 68. ot Branson. Mo., formerly of Murray.
died Saturday. May II. 2013. at Cos Medical Center South in
Springfield. Mo.
Mrs. Parish was born May 27. 1944, in Keokuk. Iowa, to the late
August "Buck- and Louise Cook Agnew. She was married to Leslie
Parish on Sept. 27. 1962. in Keokuk.
She was a co-owner and operator of Corvette
Lanes in Murray for 24 years. Mrs. Parish was of
the Baptist faith.
In addition to her parents. she was also preceded
in death by one son. Leslie Parish Jr.: one sister.
Karen Agnew: and one brother. Phillip Agnew.
She is survived by her husband. Leslie Parish. of
Murray: one daughter, Pamela Wilkerson and husband. Forrest. of Murray: three sisters. Rosalie
Parish
Bruns and husband. Raymond. of Hamilton. Ala..
Jean Richards4 and husband. Jim. and Betty.
Hymes and husband. John. all of Hamilton. Ill.; five brothers, Leroy
Agnew and wife. Sherry'. and Jack Agnew, all of Hamilton, Ill.. Ray
Agnew. of Bremerton. Wash.. Kenny Agnew. of Burlington. Irma.
and one grandchild, Julie
and Bob McVeigh. of Carthage.
Parish. of Murray.
Funeral services will be held on Wednesday. May 15. 2013, at 1
p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. with the Rev. Boyd Smith and
the Rev. Bob Saywell officiating: Burial will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be held Tuesday. May 14, 2013, from 5-8 p.m. at
the funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Charles 'Slim' Higgins

William "Cowboy" Caviness; 61, of Hardin, died Thursday. May
9. 2013.
He was born June 25. 1951, in Delta, Colo. He lived in Kentucky
for 14 years and worked for the Calloway County Road Department.
He was preceded in death by his father. Louie
Caviness; sister, Coral, Louise Heth; brother,
Danny Caviness; and granddaughter, Kayla Allen.
Mr. Caviness is survived by his wife, Linda
Caviness, of Hardin; mother, Daisy Metsler. of
Grand Junction, Colo.; son, Jason Caviness, of
Fort Campbell; stepsons, Joe Ed Smith, of
Buchanan, Tenn.. John Smith. of Benson, Ariz.,
and Jeremy Smith. of Benton; siblings. Patty Urch.
of Arizona, Lee Bowerman, of Colorado, Teddy
Coe
. • of Colorado. Russ Caviness. of Kentucky.
Caviness
Thelma Heth, of Colorado, Terry Caviness, of
Arizona. and Louise Johnston. of Colorado: 11 grandchildren: and
two great-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be held on Saturday. May 18, 2013. at 11
a.m. at Hamlet Baptist Church. 3923 Eggners Ferry Road, Benton.
Ky.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: The Stacie Townsend
Cancer Fund, c/o Friendship Baptist. 1385 Friendship Road,
Buchanan, Tenn. 38222.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home.

Pamela Lee Zinke
Pamela Lee Zinke. 58. of New Concord. died Saturday. May II.
2013. at 8 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Online condolences may be made at www.y•orkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home.

Dorothy Lawrence
Dorothy 1.a\Acrice. Th. of Murray. died Sunday. May 12. 2013. at
her home.
She was born Dec. 17. 1936. in Graves County.
She was preceded in death by- her parents. Leo and Mary
McKinney.: her first husband.13obby Lawrence: a brother. Bobby.
McKinney: a sister-in-law. W.D. McKinney: and a great-grandchild.
She is survived by a son, Kenny Lawrence and wile. Suzy. of
Murray: a daughter, Kim Tonic Lawrence. of Murray: a brother. Fred
McKinney.. of Murray; three grandchildren; six great-grandchildren:
and several nieces and nephews.
A casual graveside service will be held on Wednesday. May IS.
2013. at 5:30 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery, with the Rev. Randy
Lowe officiating.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
..Vrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

James Robert Sneed
James R. Sneed. 91. of Hendersonville. Tenn.. died Friday, May
10, 2013. at Alive Hospice Skyline Madison Campus in Nashville.
Tenn.
He was born Sept. 3, 1921. in Robertson County. Tenn.. to the late
Robert Taylor and Katie Lee Porter Sneed.
He was a member of Beacon Baptist Church, the
Teamsters Union. the Shriner% and the John B.
Garrett Masonic Lodge. He was a veteran of the
U.S. Army. having served in WWII and having participated in the Normandy invasion. He was a
retired truck driver with three million miles of accident-free driving.
He is survived by his wife of 48 years. Bea Sneed, of
Hendersonville: daughters and sons-in law. Jamie and Roy Helton.
or Klun-ay. Sharon Clark. of Antioch, Tenn.. Regina Sneed, of
Hendersonville. Tenn., and Sherry and Lee Townsend. of
Douglasville. Ga.: sister. Mildred Baggett. of Cedar Hill. Tenn.; 11
grandchildren: 22 great-grandchildren; and 3 great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will he held on Tuesday. May 14. 2013. at I p.m.
in the Oakhurst Chapel of Robertson County Funeral Home in
Springfield. Tenn.. with Herbert Wilburn and Jerry Shrum officiating. Interment will follow in Bellwood Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from II a.m. to 1 p.m. Tuesday. May 14.
2013. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Murray-Calloway
County Hospice, Residential Facility. 803 Poplar St.. Murray. Ky.
42071.
Arrangements are being handled by Robertson County Funeral
Home.

Charles 0. Higgins, of Munster. Ind., formerly of Golden Pond.
Ky.. died Thursday. May 9. 2013. at Munster Community Hospital.
He is survived by his loving wife. Joyce (Zemen): children.
Michelle. Jeanette and Chuck: brother. Roy: grandchildren Jordan.
Kylee and Aaron: and numerous nieces and
nephews. Chuck was a loving husband, father and
brother, and will he greatly missed by all who
knew him.
He was preceded in death by his parents.
Raymond and Ocie Pearl (Futrell) and brother. Gary Higgins.
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of the
Chuck was owner and operator of Bent Fender Body Shop in preceding obituaries exceeds the nuiximum set by the Ledger apt
Griffith. Ind. He was a U.S. Marine who stood honor guard for Times!miler. Alec. has been paidfor addithmal publishing or space.
President John F. Kennedy's funeral. He was also a member of
American Legion Post 369 and Vintage Tin Street Rods Car Club.
His passion was restoring vintage cars and attending car shows.
which resulted in numerous local awards as well as national recogLAKE MILLE LACS. Minn.(AP)- Strong winds pushed huge
nition.
ice sheets ashore at a northern Minnesota lake and up to people's
Funeral services will be private. Online condolences may be made
doorsteps.
at www.midwestcrematory.com.
WCCO-TV reports that the ice from Lake Mille Lacs reached the
Arrangements are being handled by Midwest Crematory, 247 W.
doors and windows at the Izatys Resort on Saturday morning.
Johnson Road, La Porte, Ind.,(219)362-15(X).
National Weather Service Meteorologist Shawn Devinny says 30 to
This is a paid obituary.
40 mile an hour winds pushed the water into the ice, driving it
ashore. He says the winds were lighter Sunday and the shoreline got
Porter Mangrum
a reprieve.
Funeral services for William Porter Mangrum. 79. of Farmington.
will be held at II a.m. on Tuesday. May 14. 2013. at Brown Funeral
Home in Mayfield. with the Rev. Don Farmer and the Rev. Cale
Stancil officiating. Visitation was held from 5-9 p.m. Monday. May
13. 2013, at the funeral home.
Mr. Mangrum died Friday. May 10, 2013, at 6:02 p.m. at Lourdes
\ e.• Murray, KY 42071-104(1
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Hospital in Paducah.
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Ice sheets roll ashore, threaten Minn. lake homes
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MC to launch 4-year guarantee
OWENSBORO, Ky. IAPI Kentucky Wesleyan College
says it will. begin offering fouryear graduation guarantees to
incoming freshmen this fall.
In addition, the school in
'Owensboro also plans to offer a
three-year degree option.
KWC director of admissions
Rashad
Smith
told
the
Messenger-Inquirer that the college will pay for up to one year
of additional cOursework for
students who don't graduate
within four years.
"It's not .uncommon for students to take five, even six or
more years to finish their
degree." Smith said. "but this
pledge creates a personal commitment between the student
and the college from the
moment they arrive. If they need
help, we're here for them. If they
need more time. we cover those
costs."
He said the program is being
launched to foster lasting. helpful relationships with students in
the beginning of their college
experience.
"We can begin working with
them right away to meet every
need, whether that includes an
internship, study abroad or athletics." he said. "Those things
are important to students. They'
want to be involved, and we
want that for them. They
deserve the full college experience without fear of an extra
semester ‘k orth of costs."

home for the summer," Smith
said. "This way..they still can."
Dehn say's the college will
remain flexible for students.
"And if they start out trying to
finish in three years'.and realize
it's too intense for'them, that's
fine." she said. 'They can
always drop back to a traditional schedule."

FSA announces CRP
continuous signup
LEXINGTON - Beginning Pollinator Habitat.
Landowners enrolled in the
May 13. the USDA-Farm
Service Agency will he accept- CRP program receive annual
ing new .offers and approving rental payments and cost-share
new contracts under the CRP's assistance to establish longContinuous, CREP. FWP. and term, resource conserving covers on eligible farmland. Land
SAFE signups.
The following practices are that is not currently enrolled in
available under continuous CRP can be offered,during signup if all eligibility requirements
signup:
('P-8A Grass Waterways Non- are met. Expiring CRP Continueasement: CP-9 Shallow Water ous coverage contracts can be
Areas for Wildlife; CP-21 Filter re-enrolled with an enrollment
Strips. CP-22 Riparian Buffers. date of Oct. I.
The authority for-this signup
CP-29 Marginal Pastureland
and Wildlife Habitat Buffer, CP- will end Sept. 30.
For more information about
23 Wetland Restoration; CP-33
Habitat Buffers for Upland the CRP Continuous Signup
Birds; and CP-38 State Acres visit us online or contact your
for Wildlife, and CP-42 local FSA office.

4°- STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
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:14.09.0.40
Intel
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Kroger
Mattel...... -....
400.32 + 0.12
McDonalds
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Merck
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Microsoft
18.22 + 0.50
J.C. Penney
.•
83.04 + 0.04
Pepsico, Inc
29 10 + 058
Pfizer, Inc
Regions Financial 7,4,8.83 + 0.02
Sears Holding Corp - t6.08 - 0.74
60.90•0.04
Time 1%arner
13.49 0.01
L'S Bancorp
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11ellPoint, Inc
.:4.178.50•0.39
Wal-Mart

Doo Jones Ind. Ang. _15,088.08- 30.41
90.88• 0.33
Air Products
455.43 + 2.62
AP*
16.%• 0.40
AT&T. Inc.
11.72 + 0.31
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12.97• 0.06
Bank of America
22.97.0.13
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ......40.94 + 0.45
88.00 • 0.63
Caterpillar
Chen ron Texaco Corp ....I22.79 • 0.44
26.43• 0.39
Yahoo
19.17
+ 0.19
Dean Foods
90.12• 0.02
Exxon-1114)bn
14.01 • 0.10
Ford Motor Co.
0.05
22.85•
General Electric
;1.68 + 0.06
Glaxo Smith Kline
264.56 + 1.06
Amazon
Goodyear Tire & Rubber -.12.64 - 0.20
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- Accepting Applications STAFF WRITER / PHOTOGRAPH
The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-d1ieulation,
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently accepting applications for our files for
the position of Staff Writer / Photographer. Thiaverson's
responsibilities include covering meetings, breaking
news, writing feature stories, taking photographs,
assisting with layout, uploading items to the web and
,other basic news reporter duties. A working knowledge
of Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plus.
Proficiency with a 35mm camera also helpful. Work
schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's
degree in journalism or communications is preferred.
Send resume and clippings to: Greg iltavis. editor. The
Murray Ledger & Times, 1001 Whitnk_St., Murray, KY
42071; or e-mail: editor.murrayledger.cor

MURRA1

Morn) Letiprr & Time,. it Sr:s 3116-700)• Murnin Ledger & Time,. is a member of the
Asmaliatisil Press. Kenitickv Pmis Association and Southern Newspapers Publisher
Association. The Associated Press is excluisivel, entitled to news originated h Murrav
Ledger & Times.

Meanwhile. vice president for
academic affairs .faula Dehn
said the three-year program
would save a student between
$13,000 and $16,000, but the
coursework is more intense.
"It's a great program for someone who's really motivated and
wants to get in and get out." she
said.
Students have to sign up for
the year-round program in
advance, and those who participate have to meet requirements
that include a 3.0 GPA in high
• ir•
school and a minimum score of
21 on the ACT and,1050 on the
SAT.
Summer courses will be conducted online and consist mostly of core classes like English.
math and science.
"So say the student is from out
of town, and they want to go

EDGER G1 IMES
1001

Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071
Office Hours. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday - Friday
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Blood drive to be held
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will hold
a blood drive Wednesday. May IS. from 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the MCCH Center for Health
and Wellness. The public , is encouraged to
donate bbod.

Atlanta trip set for July
CFSB and Journey with Jackie will take a
trip to Atlanta Friday and Saturday. July 26 and
Datebook 27. Participants will see the Cardinals take on
Kota Dunn,
the Braves, explore the CNN Center and more.
Community
The bus leaves Friday at 7 a.m. from Benton
editor
Banking Center and will return at 9 p.m. on
Saturday. Seating is limited. Call (270) 5274669 for tickets and more information.

New Concord School to hold reunion

Photo provided
MMS BAND TRIP: Members of the Murray Middle School 7th and 8th grade band recently travelled to Memphis, Tenn., on
their annual trip. Students are pictured on the steps of the Orpheum Theatre, where they saw a performance of the Tony Awardwinning musical "Memphis: The Musical" about the desegregation of rock 'n' roll and the role played by Memphis DJ Huey
Calhoun (fictional name for real Memphis DJ Dewey Phillips).

MSU libraries participate in national development program
Special to the Ledger
State l'ni‘ersity
Mtirra
Libra.les and 74 higher education institutions have been
sek -ted to take part in the first
cohort of Assessment in Action:
Academic Libraries and Student
Success ( AiA ). a 14-month
development program designed
to use a learning project to
understand how the library
impacts students' success and
contributes to on-campus activ
ties.. This program will be conducted in 29 states across the
U.S.. with Murray State being
the sole representative from

Kentuckv .
From April 2013 to June 2014.
75 unit ersities will initiate various projects by vvorking in their
univ ersity teams. Murray State's
team includes team leader
Ashley. Ireland. head of public
services at University Libraries:
Kelley Weiner. director of institutional assessment at MSU:
of
Murray. dean
Adam
University Libraries: and Jamie
Mantooth. director of retention
at Murray State.
Weiner elaborates on how the
MSU library team will conduct
its project. `.:1 int!. "As part of

the Assessment in Action program. well be looking at the
relationship between indicators
of library use and whether students return to MSU the following semester or year. This
inquiry will allow University
Libraries to document its specific contribution to retention.
which is an important university
goal and useful for higher education research in general."
Tasks for the team members
include engaging in peer
reviews, giving feedback to the
other institutions and documenting the team's results.

"The MSU libraries have long
been interested in examining
how members of the universit
community use our serv ices and
resources so we can provide the
best possible range for students,
faculty. staff and the community." Murray said. "Thii project
allows us the opportunity to
engage in a national conversation with other academic
libraries — large and small —
about the best ways to go about
this initiative."
For more information on
Assessment in Action, go online
at www.ala.org/acrl/aia.

91st Make A Difference Day to be held Saturday
Paper and cardboard of all
types. to benefit both Murray
The Murray and Callow ay
and Calloway resource' centers.
County community is invited to will be collected. The Lion's
participate in the 91st Make A Club w ill collect eyeglasses.
Difference' Day. to be held and the WATCH Center will colSaturday. May IS. from 9 a.m. lect aluminum cans. Court
to I p.m. at the Murray State Appointed Special Advocates
University Roy Stewart Stadium (CASA)will collect cell phones.
West KY Mentoring Inc. '.'.ill
parking lot.

Special to the Ledger

have a bin for ink jet cartridges.
Angel's Attic will collect clothes
and the Kiwanis Club will collect shoes. The police and sheriffs department will again combine efforts to take in prescription drugs.
Plastics,tin cans and glass will
also be gathered. and bins will
he provided for used motor oil.

A.B. C and D batteries will be
accepted. Books will he gathered for recycling to benefit
Community Education.
For more information call
Murray Family Resource Youth
Service Center at 759-9592 or
Family
County
Calloway
Resource Center at 762-7333.

Cooper, MMS student, named in publication
Special to the Ledger
Caitlyn R. Cooper has been
recognized by. the United States
Achievement Academy as a student of excellence in leadership
and in social studies.
The Academy recognizes stu-

dents based on academic performance. interest and aptitude.
leadership qualities, responsibility. enthusiasm, motivation to
learn and improve. attitude and
cooperative spirit, dependability. and recommendation from a

and the grandqualified sponsor.
of
daughter
Murray
at
student
Cooper. a
Middle School. was nominated Buel Mohundro
for this honor by social studies and Betty Sue
of
teacher Richard Todd. She will Blagg•
appear in the USAA's official Murray. and
yearbook. which is published Robert and the
Mary
late
nationally.
of
Cooper.
Charles
of
daughter
the
She is
and Teresa Cooper. of Murray, Bertrand. Mo. Cooper

Army reunion to be held
Special to the Ledger
The Second (Indianhead) Division Association is searching for
anyone who served in the Army's 2nd Infantry Division at any time.
For information about the association and its annual reunion in
Columbus.Ga. Sept. 17-21. contact secretary-treasurer Bob Haynes
at 2idahq@comcast.net or(224)225- I 202.

Offering Seven Types of
Massage Therapy Services
'Therapeutic Massage
'Deep Tissue Massage
*Hot Stone Massage
*PreNatal Massage
*Sports Massage
*Chair Massage
*HydroMassage

Bold Bags for A Bright Summer...
ii COLE COLLECTION'

•#
•

All dosignod to•
suit your bedgot
AND
busy schodolol

4,

Ask about our MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM It's FREE to JOIN.

The East Calloway Elementary School Site-Based DecisionMaking council will meet in regular session Tuesday. May 14. at 4
p.m. in the teachers' lounge. All interested persons are invited to
attend.

Rebate night to be held
Mr. Gatti's will host a rebate night for New Covenant Christian
Academy starting at 4 p.m. Tuesday. May 14. The restaurant will
donate 1(1 percent of the sales on receipts customers leave in a designated basket throughout the evening. New Covenant is located at
218 Coll* St. in Hardin and currently enrolls students in prekindergarten through fifth grade.

NIWC Home Department to meet
The Home Department of the Murray Yyrornan's Club will meet
Thursday. May 16. at 11 a.m. at Gloria's for recognition and installation of officers. Hostesses will be all members. Devotion will be
led by Rose Whitt. All members are encouraged to attend.

Rebate night to be held
Mr. Gatti's will host a rebate night Wednesday. May IS. from 48 p.m. with proceeds benefiting the Sugar Creek Baptist Cburch
mission trip fund. The church will travel to Inez. Ky. in July.

MWC to host general meeting
All departments of the Murray Woman's Club will host a general meeting Thursday. May 16. at 6 p.m. at the clubhouse. The program will be a memorial service with first vice-president Judy
Kelso as speaker. A salad supper and installation of officers will follow the service. The Music Department Chorus will provide special
music. Hostesses will be the Sigma. Theta and Home departments.
All members are encouraged to attend.

CCPL offers computer class
Calloway County Public Library will offer "E-Resources" on
Thursday. May 16. from 9-11 a.m. Participants will learn how to
download computer instruction resources, free books and other
materials on an e-Reader, computer. smart phone or other digital
device. For more information call the library at 753-2288.

CCHS summer school set
Summer school will be °tiered at Calloway County High School
for CCHS students. The dates will be May 28 .through June 11.
Students may pick up information and sign up for summer school
in the high school library media center. For more information call
Mrs. Spicelend at 762-7374 ext. 135 or the guidance office at 7627374 ext. 106.

Senior food pick-up day Thursday
Senior Commodity Supplemental Food Program food pick-up
day will be Thursday. May 16. from 10:30 a.m. to noon. For more
information call Need Line at 753-6333.
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The Murray NAMI(National Alliance on Mental illness) Family
Support Group will meet on Thursday. May 16. at 6:30 p.m. at the
Educational Services Building of Murray-Calloway County'
Hospital. on the corner of Eighth and Elm Streets. The support
group is for the family and friends of someone diagnosed with a
mental illness such as major depression. schizophrenia, bipolar disorder. obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder elr borderline personality disorder. At each support
group meeting. a sharing and support time lets attendees be heard in
a safe.confidential and welcoming environment. For more information call (270)748-6133.

* Climbing Roses
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C

NAMI support group to meet

25% OFF
Home of
All Things Nursery

1710(' 111Im. 121 North
NIurra. KV 42071

tt.theittreat(IfintKral.CO11)

East Calloway SBDM Council will meet

a Gift!
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

includes changing pad
& insulated bottle holder
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A reunion for all former students of New Concord School will be
held Saturday. June I. in the Curris Center. located at MSU. The
$25 registration fee deadline has been extended to May IS. For
planning purposes. fees are due as soon as possible. Memorabilia
tables will be available for displaying annuals, class photos, diplomas or any other articles that may be available. For more information call Marianna (Shoemaker) Stubblefield at 492-8495 or Ola
Mae (Roberts) Dycus at 75340364 or Jane (Stubblefield) Potts at
489-2756.
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MHS students selected for Fike named in national top 50,
Commonwealth Academy National Science Olympiad next
Special to the Ledger
Murray High School juniors
Tiffany Parham and Natalie
Adams were chosen as 2013
Commonwealth
Honors
Academy recipients.
Parham and Adams will Sla
on Murray State University's
campus this summer during
CHA's three-week academic.
social and personal growth program for outstanding high
school students who have completed their junior year.
Parham and Adams will be
attending CHA along with other
outstanding high school students from the Commonwealth
and surrounding region.
All students who applied for
('HA were required to have a
3.5 GPA Ion a itpoint scale) and
25 Compositt ACT tor the
equivalent PSAT. SAT or PLAN
score). High school juniors
throughout Kentucky as well as
the Murray State University outof-state service region were
invited to apply.
The Academy differs from
the traditional high school in its
approach to learning and in the
creation of a living-learning
community..CHA offers students a chance to know and
make friends with other enthusiastic, energetic students with
high intellectual capacities.
The interaction of students with
different backgrounds is one of

•

Photo Provided

Tiffany Parham (left) and Natalie Adams (right) are the 2013
Commonwealth Honors Academy recipients.
the most valuable aspects of the
academy.
The mission of the('HA is to
challenge, educate, enlighten,
and nurture the next generation
of civic. academic and business
leaders of the region. To
enhance the CHA mission.
exceptional speakers. performers. films. interesting field trips.
special events and recreational
experiences offer students an
array of stimulating activities
that provide fun and enjoyment.
as well as learning opportunities.
. Upon completion of (HA.
students receiy e six hours of
university credit, have the
opportunity to take three hours

of tuition-free university courses at MSU during the subsequent fall and spring semesters
and be awarded a four-year.
52.000 per year housing scholarship.to attend MSU.
Teresa Speed. MIIS principal. said she is extremely proud
of Parham and Adams.
"Being a chosen recipient to
represent our Murray High
School at this prestigious summer program is a well-deseryed
honor for these individuals." she
said. "I ant wry proud of their
accomplishments and. believe
this opportunity illustrates the
quality education our system
provides our children on a daily.
basis.-

Special to the Ladder "
On April 13. three students
from Calloway County High
School were invited -to compete
in the . American Chemical
Society's prestigious National
Chemistry Olympiad based on
their performance at Murray
State's 42nd Annual Chemistry
Scholarship Tournament in
November.
Landon Fike has earned distinction by being named to the
American Chemical Society's
High Honors division, which
consists of the top 50 chemistry
students in the nation.
Team _members for the ACS
event were Landon Fike, first
place at MSU tourmiment,
Simon Mikulcik, third place at
MSU tournament: and Aaron
Collie. fourth place at MSU
tournament.
Nearlv LIM students from
across the nation competed in a
three-part examination consisting of multiple choice, free
response, and a laboratory practical, all of which lasted for oy er
live hours.
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Pictured above from left to right are Landon Fike, Aaron
Collie (holding the first place trophy from the Murray State
University November competition) and Simon Mikulcik.
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NEW MATH: In Kacee Barrow's Algebra I class at CCHS,Assistant Principal Chris King competed against freshman Mario Lopez in a mental math card game. Lopez was the winner twice
in the class tournament and was successful in his challenge of King.

Jones named First District Music Teacher of the Year

host a generise. The proesident Judy
cers will folnide special
departments.

Special to the Ledger
Derek Jones, director of
bands tnr. Calloway County
High School. has been named'
the 2012-2013 Kentucky
Music Educators Association
1KMEA) First District High
School Music Teacher of the
Year.
He was nominated and

:sources- on
learn how to
cs and other
other digital
288.

selected by. his First District
peers in the music education
field.
With this award. Jones
becomes eligible for the state
Music Teacher of the Year
along with the other eleven
district winners at the high
school level.

Helping You Improve
Your Quality of Life
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I HAVE A DREAM: MMS seventh-grade and eighth-grade band members outside the
Lorraine Motel, where the late Martin Luther King was assassinated and now home to the
National Civil Rights Museum, a branch of the Smithsonian.

Rearm

To uloggamg

I 2397 State Route 94E • Murray, KY • 753-4050
(from Murray take 94E. I-1/2 mile.s on right)

IT'S FINALLY TIME TO PLANT
THAT GARDEN!!!
NI)

Come See Us for all Your Vegetable Garden Needs.
Questions about Gardening?
We've Got Answers!
-Bulk Seed • Vegetable Plants • Sweet Potato Slips

"The hi#91it of my day is when we jet to follow
up with a patient and they teil that we have
he(ped thew hear better m church or in a restaurant,
and understand their 9randcharen...the environments
"
that are most important to
—Tony Milliano, Au.D., Doctor of Audiology
S Whitney Kubach

Call today for a 75-day risk-free trial! 888.457.7158

Audiologye7,
fluclogyCertiftecl'

Open Monday-Saturday 9-5•Sunday 12-5
www.beanstoblossoms.com M

Paducah • 150 Brett Chase, Ste B I Murray • 1711 N
www.wkyhearing.com

121 Bypass
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Now Hiring

Public Notice
The Murray Planning Commission will hold a public
hearing on Tuesday. May 21. 2013 at 500 p m in the
Council Chambers of City Hall located at 104 N 5th
Street for the following City West Properties LLC-6 83 acre tract on north side of 94 W --request to set
zoning as R-4•Campbell Realty-East of 1300 N 16th-review preliminary plat for proposed residential POP

MVP group ,. i ,...„...
112 Industrial l/rise. Nlayfield. KN. 42066

OA TECHNICIAN,
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT.
LAB TECHNICIAN, PARTS CLERK
AND MAINTENANCE

The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will hold a
public hearing on Wednesday, May 22, 2013 at 4 30
p m in the Council Chambers of City Hall located at
104 N 5th Street for the following Mugsys Hideout,
LLC--410 Main St --conditional use permit request to
operate as a bartavern•Campbell Realty--East of 1300
N 16th-conditional use permit request for residential
PDP•Dana Joseph Properties. LLC--901 Coldwater
Road-conditional use permit request for road to be
used as an access roadoSaputo Dairy Foods USA
LLC--100 Chestnut-dimensional variance request for
additional signage

MVP Group is looking for
individuals who want to work
in a fast pacd environment.
Candidates must possess
assertiveness, initiative, and
have the ability to multi-task,
pay special attention to details,
and coordinate daily operations
and activities within or
between departments.

All interested person are invited to attend If !Lifter
information is needed please contact the Murray
Planning Department at 270-762-0330

EXCELLENT HEALTH PACKAGE
GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Lynn Grove
Soil Storagill4

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

• Health, Dental, Vision and
Supplemental
• Nine Paid Holidays
• 401K
• Vacation
These are full time positions
with a fast growing company.
Please send resume to one
of the following:
MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Drive
Mayfield, KY 42066

060
Help Wanted

jeannatucker@mvpgroupint.com

BUSY salon looking to
stylist, nail tech and
therapist
massage
Email information to
stylistmurray @ gmail c
om or call 270-2931599 or 270-559-9263

or Mayfield Career Center
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield, KY 42066

270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
'New Climate Control
Available
*247 Surveillance
*Pest Control
Hwy 1f4 East
270-078-1400 or
270-4).45-6122

CLERICAL position. 30
hours per week. MonFn. Good communication skills and computer
knowledge required.
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-L Murray, Ky
42071

Kenlake Foods, located in Murray, KY, a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing private
label manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes/applications for
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

060
Responsibilities include setting up production
lines, performing preventive maintenance, troubleshooting, and mechanical and electrical
repairs on production equipment. Preferred skills
include mechanical, electrical, PLC, variable frequency drives, 3-phase power, pneumatics.
machine shop and welding. Any Fanuc or ABB
robot experience is a plus. Prior manufacturing
maintenance experience is desired. Applicant
must have a continuous improvement mindset
willing to continuously look for ways to improve
our line efficiencies.

Help Wanted

Infinity Group
Immediate openings for full time
Assembly Workers in the Murray area
Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met.
Send resume to jdayiddint-grp.corn
or call 270-767-2518

The position shift is for 3rd Shift
Kenlake Foods otters a competitive wage and
benefit package, including medical and dental
insurance. 401k Plan, company paid retirement,
vacation and paid holidays

a
E.

'IV II 11:111,1•1111......1111 I
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Applications may be submitted
online by going to:

ar••••

www.krogercom

Subscribe to the

Select careers/fobs at the bottom of the webpage
Select Manufacturing
Select Kenlake Foods
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Local Mail
Home Delivery
t(allmerv1
3 mo.
$35.00
3 mo.
555.00
.......
6 mo.
6 mo.
$105.00
1 yr.
I
Rest of KY/TN
Purvew4 Rut Ronan
$70.50
3 mo...6 mo.-----390.011
1 yr.---4120.00

I
Cheek
4

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN
Supporting a Drug-Free Workplace

a

YOU'LL PUT ON AN APRON.
AND IT'LL FEEL LIKE A JERSEY

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
$96.00
6 mo.
1 yr. -.......-...$145.00

Money Order

Assistant Manager- Full time position. At least
one year experience in food industry Must have
an outgoing personality, strong work ethic and
desire to be the best. Pay is based on
expenence level EOE
Porter - Full time position- 5AM-2PM Daily.
Looking for a self-starter that is reliable Must
enjoy cleaning and be able to lift 50 lbs Pay
based on applicants expenence EOE

Vies

Name
I
I St. Address
I
City .
1St-ate

Apply in person or online at
www.Culverjobs.
Culver. of Murray
818 N. 12th St. • 270-761-2858

Zip

I Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to.
I

I.

Murray Ledger & Time*
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 41071
Or call (770) 763-1918

a
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Email us ia
classified 'a murraylediger com
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Articles
Foe Sale

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

MAINTENANCE
TEAM MEMBERS
MTD PRODUCTS INC.

MTD Products Inc . is a global manufacturer or
outdoor power equipment which includes popular brands such as Cub Cadet, White
Outdoor. Troy-Bilt, Yard-Man, Yard Machine
and Bolens
Our manufacturing facility located in Martin. TN
has an opening for a General Maintenance
Team Member. We are seeking a talented and
highly motivated individual to join our team.
Job Summary:
Performs highly diversified duties to install,
troubleshoot, repair and maintain production
and facility equipment according to safety, preventative and productive maintenance systems
and processes by performing the following
duties.
Position Responsibilities:
• Read and interpret equipment manuals and
work orders to perform required maintenance
and service
• Perform mechanical skills including, but not
limited to, mechanical, electrical, pneumatic
and hydraulic troubleshooting and repair
*Perform variety of plumbing and carpentry
maintenance
• Comply with safety regulations and maintain
clean and orderly work areas
• Perform other duties as assigned

SEEKING an employee to be able to common icate by phone
with patients on scheduling pre and post visits Detailed knowledge
of Internet based marketing (ex: facebook.
google places, google
ad words). High energy/peppiness wanted.
Education degree not
required but it depends
on personality and willingness to learn new
systems. People skills
are
initiative
and
musts. 293-5266 No
weekend phone calls
KY
WESTERN
Correctional ComplexMedication
Certified
for
needed
Aide
1 0 0 pm -9 0 Opm
include
to
Duties
preparing, administering, and documenting
medications Must possess documentation of
successfully
having
passed the medication
competency
aide
exam

Minimum Qualifications:
• Degree or certificate from college or technical
school
• 3-5 years experience in manufacturing environment
• Ability to work a flexible schedule, including
weekends
• Knowledge of mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, basic electrical skills
Please send resume and sM-hrgqiy'lh.ebnfidence to:
Human Resources Department
MTD Products Company
P.O. Box 927
Martin, TN 38237-0927
mtdmartinhr@ mtdp rodu cts.com
MTD is an Equal Opportunity Employer

PT position(s) available for Kitchen
Helper/Cook. Food service experience preferred. No phone calls. Apply in person at
Emeritus of Murray. 905 Glendal Road, Murray,
Ky 42071. Applicants must be 18, be able to
work anytime between the hours of 6 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. daily and be willing to work on weekends and holidays as needed. Must be able to
pass background check.
PT position(s) available for Residential Care &
Housekeeping Assistant. Experience working
with seniors preferred. No phone calls. Apply in
person at Emeritus.of Murray, 905 Glendale
Road, Murray, Ky 42071. Applicants must be 18,
be able to work any shift and holidays as
needed. Must also be able to pass
background check.

Now hiring for all shifts.
Must be 18.
Apply at Murray Subway.
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgerconi.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 OOPM.
No phone calls
FULL time, salary computer/network technispecialist
cian
Minimum 1 year experience required Details
WWW Smartat
pathtech corn/career

GROWING Christian
School seeking qualified elementary education candidate. Contact
270-437-3170
LAW Office looking for
part-time receptionist.
Experience preferred
but not a must. Mail
resume to PO Box
1040S Murray, KY
42071

Upright
STEINWAY
Grand, fine condition,
1970's, Paris. Tn.
$2,700 Call 727-5045809 if interested.

State
Kentucky
Penitentiary- LPN 6pm7am. 3 nights per
week, every other
Primary
weekend.
duties to include medication administration.
and
assessment
response to emergencies
Please forward resume
CorrectCareto
Integrated Health at
hr@correctcare.com or
(859)685-0901.
fax
EEO
YEISER Art Center is
accepting
currently
applications for the
of
position
Administrative
Required
Assistant
hours are
Tuesday-Saturday 105 & special events.
Graphic design 8/or
management
office
experience prefered.
Send resume to Yeiser
200
Center
Art
Broadway Paducah KY
42001
090
Domestic 8 Childcare
.S.O, a job sitting with
elderly in their home.
nursing home, hospital
753-6646
140
Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

TAKING applications at
Karen's Wildcat No
phone calls

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!

I BR trom $3-1S
211lt from $175
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr,
TDD 1-1481-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity

cr

lilt Trailer 5x10. Metal
frame with wood floor.
good tires. $500
270-293-5210

Appliances

NEW apartment in
$550.00/mo.
Hazel.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
180
Lawn 8 Garden
COMMERCIAL Toro ZMaster mower 48"
deck, 23hps Kohler
hours
engine, 171
used. Excellent condition. Asking $5,900.
759-5182
Garden seeds & supplues at
Marshall County Coop 501 Poplar, Benton.
270-527-1323
USED Mowers for Sale
Grasshopper
Skag
X-Mark
John Deere
270-210-6268

Top Prices

Paid For

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS
3O5 D 12th Street

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121 Can deliver
STRAW $3 50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

Commerical I;

2 Auto
Clean up
Newly

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bed•
room apartments avail
able. Call for your
today
appointment
270-753-2905

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apt,
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
UNFURNISHED 1BR
apartment near campus. Non smoking, no
pets. 270-753-5980

New
1 dout
1 sing
270-48

Pets & S
AKC Frencl
Bulldog pup
270-335-394
270-994-39'

(
DOG
glendhenme
i 270)436-28

AUSTIN.
Serv
All types
Bentor
270-70E

Sim," i 4,1Kg.

ROOM for rent, shareo
bath and commor
areas $3001mo , inter
W/D
utilities.
net,
included Call or text
270-873-9373

Mobile Homes For Sale
Owner Finance
46R. 2BA $4,950
down $695/mo
Murray near lake.
615-397-3171
wide
single
1998
mobile home with 2BR,
1BA. all appliances
Asking
included.
$9,800. 270-978-6074

Houses For Rent
48R house Lease and
deposit required
270-753-4109
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood. Available the end
of May. 270-978-6000
270-293-9493
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South. No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

',ill knot."
ti•ing tor
11 511 1I.111.
1 hi ti
101 in

'llr1111.1" .11,1

Ndit
iontai t
I' Milani

f MAL
'..0

11121:cr

2.3 acres fc
building
Hickory
Kirksey.
$15.000.
270-293-99

NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866

Murray Ledger l
ANTIQUES, vintage
and collectibles Get a
second opinion Call
270-293-4510
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

S Gold & Silver S
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters Must
have 4-years professional painting experiTo apply call
ence
753-6895 & leave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted
EOE

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Needs your coins.
Paying high prices,
Offering great bargains. Appraisals
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrmann

8 Times

753-1916
Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets 753-0259
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes Various
Coleman
locations
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR, IBA Water/trash
$425/mo.
included.
270-719-1654
brick,
W/D
2BR,
hookup, redecorated,
no pets, $435/mo.
293-6070

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Nei
Bed romr

Riverfiel

SBG Ree

Profe
293

SALE by(
Carol Di
1997. 1.5
sqtt. 5BR,
garage, in
$185,000.
270-761-3!

720 S. 4TH ST.
(urger 41215. A (;lenthelt.
MI5's
(270)436-2524

10X10% &

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.
370
ornmercial Prop.
For Sate
COMMERCIAL build'
ing . Prime Benton
location. 270-227-6154

We

hollandmo
270-7

REDUCEI
- Dutchman
Sleeps 6
Set up C
RV Park
off. 1-270.
270-759-1

er & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

Crossroads

* MEMORIAL DAY TRIBUTE

Lawn & Garden

•••/ The Murray Ledger & Times is honoring
00° soldiers past and present with a salute to
our local military personnel.
You can participate by sending a photo
of your active-duty or veteran family
member for inclusion in our military
salute to be displayed Saturday. May
25th. For only $l0.00 per photo.
(one person per photo)
Submissions must be received by
Wednesday, May 22 at 5 p.m.

ES

- 10 a.m
-Fn. 9 a.m.
- Hon, 9 a.m.
- Mon. 12 pa.
- Tee. 1p.m.
-Wed. 12 p.m.
-Thur. 12 p.m.

Landscaping mowing
cleanup. & other
outdoor projects
Also providing garden
assistance, raised
beds planting etc
293-3406

Greg Mansfield

'Daytime Phone.

Campers

1-753-8556
Duiguid Dr.
-800-545-1833
Ext. 183

2 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work

al OppOrt111111y

2000 27 foot Prowle
Camper bumper pull
Bunk bed 753-9224

Newly painted

Rentals
,ND
ly has two bedparlments availCall for your
today
tment
3-2905.

FUTRELL'S

1 double bay/
1 single bay
270-485-6122

Pets & Supplies

Tractor & Dozer Work
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858

2-8211

3W LEASING
3bedroom Apts
accept Section
3 vouchers
at Mur-Cal Apts
Northwood Dr
Monday,
nesday. Friday
me 759-4984
lual Housing
Dpportunity
TDD #711

410

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Real Estate
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Rooms For Rent
for rent, shared
and common
$300/mo., interWID
utilities.
ed. Call or text
73-9373

i,iii Ii, tortnd di,nitinotion
is, ibs •41, rnrital sr ad,
‘ 1,1t1 1\1,1,1 .11 1.11 tt • ; n
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rouse Lease and
it required
53-41D9
iE house for rent
ary nice neighborAvailable the end
ty. 270-978-6000
93-9493

10 S. 4TH ST.

PREMIER
IINISTORAGE
de climate control
storage
ecunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
We sell boxes!
le rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

.omrniercisl Prop.
For Sits
MERCIAL build Prime Benton
on 270-227-6154

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

.t,„1/

%l

iielCitrIC.COM

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, reliable,
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Jt1' I
I,,, tortlinr
I isnoing Nt.1% ortn.ing retniin•
\
flIt'flt, "nth
'
Kt.711.• ‘111.111

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

MIAcreage
[
2.3 acres for sale. Nice
Old
lot.
building
in
Road
Hickory
Asking
Kirksey.
$15.000.
270-293-9904

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
NBC Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

'I SALE by Owner- 2211
Carol Drive Brick,
1997. 1.5 story, 2670
sqtt, 5BR, 2.5BA, 2.5
garage, wood floors.
$185,000.
270-761-3574
490
Used Cars

a 121 S. & Glendale
(10's & 10x15's
I'M)) 436-2524

270-227-0906
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LI, RENTALS
NI-STORAGE

Driveways. White rock.
Mulching. etc

753-9562

3

r 0-753-5562

Dirt work, Hauling,
Bush hogging. Top soil.
Garden tilling.

*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Pa3inie Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONY TR %%IS

270-293-4256
CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
Free esti nett.-Call Kevin at

270-293-4020

GARLAND
RENTAL

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGI-N1FNT
• skeeklt. & special pickups
• locall owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping

(270)978-4591

510
Campers
REDUCED S5.00000
- Dutchman Furnished
: Sleeps 6 Has awning
Set up Cypress Cove
RV Park Leave or pull
off. 1-270-293-4446 1270-759-1735

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562.
227-0267

ROOFING
Our Reputation Is on the house"
Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Call us for a free inspection today!

227-4646 436-5080
Don't be fooled by imitators

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Al! sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

Cutting--Weed Eating-Blowing

1 II",

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

Weekly--Bi Weekly--One Time Service
No Contracts--Free Estimates
0-2,500 Sq. Ft. $20.00
2,300-6,000 Sq. Ft. $10.00
6,000-12,000 $35.00
12,000-18,000 Sq. Ft. $40.00
18,000-36,000 Sq. Ft. Call for Quote

t• 114?

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

(270) 227-1512

-it 'ling slur motor..
cIt or AT

G Loa...TIMES

in thep.Classifieds.

753-1916

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore
www GECIAC NET

(270) 759-0890

McCUISTON
ROOFING
Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates

Call us. we'll be
glad to help.
VItirra 1..cdgcr &
270-753- I I h

Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house
like it is our house!

PROJECT GRADUATION

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
Ogle I di & 11101.1,

•. %tltiiiiri,i
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.
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Photo provided
to the
Auxiliary
Ladies
the
of
president
Loretta Barrow,
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291, presents a check for
Project Graduation to Meagan Harper, left, and Arista
Manning, seniors at Calloway County High School.

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
N StangW±kinslNAV

YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638
LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, May 15, 2013:
This year you will gain insight
by reaching out to others. Start
conversations, and be open to
others' ideas. You also could
develop an interest in investing
or organizing your finances. If
you are single. you will be
expanding your circle of friends.
It is through one of your pals or
associates that you will meet
someone of interest. If you are
attached. communicate and
extend an olive branch to your
sweetie. Don't allow your differences to become disagreements.
LEO might be unusually attractive to you.

Ask about our
Display ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprI1 19)
***** You are a very inquisitive person by nature Expect an
upswing in.your curiosity. You
just can't seem to get enough
answers. You could meet a
younger person or a potential
new fnend in your meandenngs.
Tonight: You might need to talk a
child or loved one down.

Photo provided
to the
Auxiliary
Ladies
the
of
Loretta Barrow, president
for
check
a
presents
6291,
Post
Wars
Foreign
of
Veterans
Project Graduation to Katie Shinkle, left, and Darrius Catlett,
seniors at Murray High School.

-

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope

270-873-9916

Call 753-2925

M SUS

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

East Side Small
Engine Repair
For all your parts service
sales and repair needs
We POW offer vegetable
plants seeds

4 2 5 6 9 3

I do lawn maintenance
& hauling. For more
info call 270-227-3309

We Finance
hollandmotorsales coin
270-753-4461

Lights. Electncity, and 241/7 Surveillance

270-753-2905

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
4. TRUCKING
All Yaw Septic Muds
Installation
& Repair
Dire Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270) 293-8686

Ky Lake
Remodeling

Spring Time SpecialDSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Residential a
Commercial
Deck Washing &
Staining
Free Estimates
Leer lieree,1
(270)435-0060 Dave
(270)226-0505 cell

8 1 6 4 5 7

.Brand New Motorhome Boat Stooefir

270-293-9170

*Small Landscapes etc.
leat Reurrvoval
*Mowing -Residential
-Edging *Commercial.
Mulching •insured
Pruning •licensed

(270) 226-5444

Visit
kentuckylake
min/240%1.cm

RFSIDENT Al S COMMFP

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St

SIMPLY MOWING

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

& REAL ESTATE. LIC

5 2 9

7 3 9 1 8 2

2

(270) 489-2839

Hill Electric

Public Sale

RNISHED 1BR
nent near camrlon smoking, no
270-753-5980

0 St. Rt. 121S
ray. KY 42071

*Removal
1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction New constructron. home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

MI

CONSTRUCTION

3 7 1

LeNel **

(270)759-0501

URRAY

5 3 1 6 9 2 7 4 8

4 8 6
6 5 4
3 2 9
7 1 8
•

8
5 7 1
2

striping

Services Offered

•Trimming

New heater

apartment in
$550.00/mo.
?posit all utilities

EY MINI
REHOUSES

6

40 yrs experience

P.O. Box 1040 •
Murray, KY 42071

TREE SERVICE

G&C
DRAGE and
3ROPANE
119 E. Main
70) 753-6266
(270) 293-4183
n. -4 p.m M-F

6

Doti,

Answer to previous puzzle

9
6

83
1

9
8 7 5 26 3 9 1 4
1 6 2 9 4 7 8 3 5
9 4 3 1 5 8 2 7 6
2 9 7 5 8 4 3 6 1

"If you've got it, we can store if

I from $345
From $375

F Warehousing
or MSU $20-50
753-7668

2
1 4 6
5
3
9
4
5

8
7 1

•Asphalt Installation
•Seal coating &
a

LEDGERSXIMES

ray Garden.s
ex Downs
iartments

4

her,., or

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Sucloku is a number -piecing puZZle based on a 9x9 gno war
several given numbers The Weed is to place the numbers 110
9 in the empty squares so Mat each row each column and each
3.3 bon contabris the sdnbe nuMbef Only (X1CX The (faculty ievei
ot tne Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday lo Sunday

Concepts SudoKu

12701 293-8480

Branch of Service.

'Number of Years Served:

trnents For Rent

Storage Rentals

slate

'Service Member's Name
'Rank:

SUDOKU

Great Hometown Service

1
1
1
1
1

:Address:

2BR rental
641 South No
227-6431 or
156

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6 Continuous Gutters

Airman First Cla-US Air Force
Nov. 14, 1951-Dec. 17, 19ri I

Your Name:

VISA

v

FI
C
"

Rob Roy Erwin

Tuesday, May 14, 2013• 7

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You have given a lot of
time and thought to a future purchase, and you might decide that
today is the right day for you to
make it happen_ Be sure to clue
in a partner on your plan, and
weigh some last-minute details.
Tonight: Spend money only on
what has been planned.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You have a way with
become
has
that
words
renowned. Your softer side
emerges. and it becomes apparent that many people around you
appreciate this side of you. It
would serve you well to make an
extra effort to get past an immediate issue. Tonight. Time for
some fun.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Understand that you
have been dominant as of late.
An event occurs that could urge
you to slow down. Recognize
that you might have missed a
major facet of an idea or protect.
Honor a request from a loved
one. Give this person what he or
she wants. Tonight. Your treat.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You'll sense a major
swing or change in what is happening. You have been more
cautious than you have been in a
long time. As a result, when you

decide to toss caution to the
wind, you will feel a great sense
of relief. Realize that you only
can go forward. Tonight. It is your
call.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Use the daylight hours to
further any project You will gain
the support you want, but you
still might have much to consider
regarding your direction and
choices. Listen to some of the
seemingly irrelevant chatter
around you. Tonight. At a ballgame or some other favorite
pastime.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might feel like a fish
swimming upstream. Listen to
someone's comments and suggestions. Know that you don't
always need to take the hard
road. New information helps you
deal with what is going on.
Tonight Where the crowds are
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Seek out different perspectives. In the process. you
might find that you are extremely
reactive Ask yourself what is
going on. If you can't put out the
flames, detach. By doing this,
you finally will be able to see the
Tonight:
picture.
big
Togetherness is the theme
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Deal with one person at

a time Listen to a discussion.
and give each person some say
Someone you can trust helps
you and others pull a project
together Diversity will add to its
strength Others will continue to
give you feedback. Tonight Say
"yes" to an offer
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to
rethink a personal matter You
are grounded and together as far
as knowing which way to go If
you tap into your creativity, solutions will come forward Others
give you feedback Be gracious.
Tonight. Spend time with a
friend
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Defer to others. and let
them see the results of their
actions You can't predict the
outcome of a project any more
than they can. The experience
will add to their abilities Your
creativity surges when you can
relax. Tonight
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your imagination leads.
follows
mind
your
and
Nevertheless, you might want to
present your ideas in an intellectual manner You can do it all
Listen to feedback, and understand how important it is to keep
a family member in the loop
Tonight Take a walk after dinner

• 1 v sski
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Looking Back

•

Thirty years ago
Ten years ago
Wilson Gantt of Murray Rotary
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Edwards.
of Murray. prepared to celebrate Club was elected as a governor
their 50th wedding anniversary of Rotary International's District.
with a reception at the Murray 671 for 1984-85.
Among the Murray State
Masonic Lodge. Their two children are Mrs. Becky Collins and University graduates accepted
husband, Chris. and Ricky for law school were Murray residents Mark Williams and Pat
Edwards and wife, Jackie.
Elizabeth Johnson, of Murray. Thard.
Forty years ago
accepted admission to St. Olaf
Winners of the short story conCollege.
Hostesses for the April meeting test sponsored by the Alpha
of the Murray Woman's Club Department of the Murray
Home Department were Jackie Woman's Club were Vicki Pat
Helm, Winnie Love.and Barbara Lamb, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Lamb. and Stacy Adams.
Chilcutt.
Amanda D'Angelo. student at daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cody
Calloway County High School, Adams.
Susan Platzer, 6, was pictured
represented the Hazel Woman's
Club at the Kentucky Federation viewing an arts and crafts exhibof Women's Clubs state competi- it on display at the Murray State
tion. She won first place for her University library. Susan is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
needlework and weaving.
Platzer.
Twenty years ago
Fifty years ago
Misty Ernstberger, Sarah
The Parliamentary Procedure
Richter and KaDonna Randolph
were named valedictorians of team of the Calloway County
Calloway County High School's High School FFA gave a demon1993 graduating class. All three stration at a meeting of the
students maintained perfect 4.0 school PTA. Team members
Max
Hays.
Keith
were
grade point averages.
Palmer.
Michael
Workman,
the
of
Department
Garden
The
Murray Woman's Club selected Bobby Taylor. Max Parks, Jerry
the home of Guy_ and June Parker. Rob Enoch. Larry Riley.
Cunningham as Residential Yard Gary Price and Donnie Duncan.
Mrs. Marjorie Shroat Huie.
of the Month.
Aaron Cowan and Mitch assistant cashier of the Bank of
First Murray. prepared to attend the
Woods, representing
Regional
Baptist Church of Murray. were Southeastern
named winners in the State Bible Conference of the National
Drill held at First Baptist Association of Bank Women at
Church, Paducah. Mitch is the Jekyll Island, Brunswick. Ga.
Sixty years ago
son of Danny and Earlinc
Pictured were Mr. and Mrs.
Woods. Aaron is the son of Bill
Ryan. of Murray. at the
Maurice
Cowan.
Mary
and
Clarkie Butterworth, president 7th Fall Shoe Show in St. Louis,
of the Hazel Woman's Club. was Mo.
Holmes Ellis. of Murray. was
pictured planting three Kentucky
of the
president
state coffee. trees. Butterworth elected
was assisted in the planting by Kentucky Reserve Officers
Association.
club member Sandra Gallimore.

COMICS / FEATURES
Woman who doesn't like sex
can't get rid of men who do
DEAR ABBY: I am a woman
in my late 40s and I hate sex. 1
always have and always will. I'm
disabled, and it has always been
torture. I never got any positive
benefits out of it.
My problem is I get hit on
constantly. I tried marriage once,
inure for financial reasons than anything else, but
I couldn't wait
to get out. I'm
single now.
own my own
home,and the
men in this
town (married
and single) all
seem to think
I'm fair game.
Dear Abby They're convinced that
I'm in need of
By Abigail
satisfaction
Van Buren
I
because
don't date or have a steady man
in my life,
Please don't tell me to see a
therapist. The last one I went to
tried to tell me I was gay. No!
I'm simply happy being single
and sex-free. I go where I want
and don't have to answer to anyone. Short of running these idiots
off with a shotgun. how do. I get
it through their thick skulls that
I'm not available? -- SEXLESS
BY CHOICE
DEAR SEXLESS: Although
we live in a sex-obsessed society, not everyone -- male or female
is a sexual creature. Your therapist should not have tried to
label you as gay. You appear to
be asexual, which you describe
as happily sex-free.
The next time you are hit on
by one of these men -- who, by
the way, probably think that by
doing so they are "helping" -tell him you are happy with your
life just the way it is. and it isn't
necessary to offer help where none
is needed. Period.
DEAR ABBY: I really like
this girl, but my parents absolute-

ly cannot stand her. They hate
that she has a tattoo and a lip
ring, but her appearance has had
no effect on her professional life.
as she is on the road to success
in her field. I am not writing to
ask whether I should stay with
her, because I intend to. She's an
amazing person. a hard worker, a
trustworthy partner and. most of
all, she's my best friend.
How can I diffuse potentially
"combustible" situations with my
parents. who always try to put
her down no matter how often I
plead my case? -- JOE IN RHODE
ISLAND
DEAR JOE: Whether your
parents approve or not,tattoos seem
to have become a rite of passage
for many people of your generation. and so have lip rings, eyebrow rings and multiple ear piercings. If you are over 21 and living independent of your parents.
then you have the right to choose
the women you become involved
with. From your letter. I'd say
your values are mature.
In time, your parents may recognize the fine qualities you see
in this young woman. If they
don't, they may wind up estranging a son. Right now, getting into
a debate about her will be a lo'.ing proposition and I'm advising
you against it.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: I'll he visiting
the United States in a couple of
weeks. and I'm really excited.
Now my question: Him do I- tip
the waitress properly? I know to
round the bill by 15 percent and
up. but do I pay only in cash.
or can I have this amount charged
to my credit card? Are there any
other things 1 have to look out
for'? I don't want to offend anyone. -- JUTTA IN TRIER. GERMANY
DEAR JUTTA: If you prefer
to add your tip to credit card, it
is perfectly acceptable. However.
before you pay. rc% iew the hill
to be sure that a gratuity has not
already been included.

Edward Jenner inoculated 8-yearold James Phipps against smallpox by using cowpox matter.
In 1804. the Lewis and Clark
expedition to explore the Louisiana
Territory as well as the Pacific
Northwest left camp near present-day Hartford. III.
In 1863. Union forces defeated the Confederates in the Battle
of Jackson. Miss.
In 1913. the Rockefeller Foundation was founded in New York.
In 1948. according to the current-era calendar, the independent
state of Israel was proclaimed in

Tel Aviv.
In 1961. Freedom Riders were
attacked by violent mobs in Anniston and Birmingham. Ala.
In 1973, the National Right to
Life. Committee was incorporated.
In 1988, 27 people. mostly
teens, were killed when their church
bus collided with 'a pickup truck
going the wrong direction on a
highway near Carrollton, Ky.
In 1998. singer-actor Frank
Sinatra died at a Los Angeles hospital at age 82. The hit sitcom
"Seinfeld" aired its final episode.
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A CAPTAIN?' WHY DO WE
NEED A CAPTAIN FOR
. OUR CARPOOL?

CAPTAIN? WE DON'T THEN WHO GETS TO DECIDE WHEN
MR ,
HAVE A AND WHERE TO •"
WHO'S THE
CAPTAIN, STOP FOR . 11
CAPTAIN
ELMO DONUTS ON
OF YOUR
THE WAY TO
CARPOOL?
'•-• WORK?
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WAIT... 50
YOU ACTUALLY
KNOW IVO
PERRY MASON
WAS?

544
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DAD, I
WATCH A
LOT OF
OLD SHOWS
ON THE
t,1_ TERNET.

YOU MEAN YOU'RE
CONVERSANT ON
MORE THAN ONE
DECADES-OLD -{5uRE,..
TELEVISION I
LOT5
OF EM.
5ERIE5?

GOOD LUCK,
MR. PHELPS.

WELL, PARDON ME
WHILE I JUST SIT
HERE AND TRY TO
WRAP MY BRAIN
AROUND THAT.

TN'
C-31 atX FtF I E

DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
mild back pain. I sit at a desk
all ,lay and tend to slouch. My
molher says that sitting up straight
may help. Is she right?
DEAR READER: I hope it's
true. Otherwise, my mother (like
yours) was wrong. And I think
it is true.
Most of us
get back. pain
at some point
in our lives.
It's
usually
not caused by
an accident.
it
Rather,
develops
because, in
going about
Dr. Kornaroff our regular
activities, we
By
strain muscles
Dr. Anthony
and liganients
Komaroff
in the back
that support our spines. This happens during the course of dayto-day life. Repetitive activities
at work or home, such as sitting
at a computer or lifting and carrying, may produce tension and
muscle tightness that result in
backache.
Fortunately, there's a lot we
can do to prevent hack pain.
Most of all, it's important to be
physically fit and to maintain a
healthy weight. Minding your
posture helps. too.
Posture is the way you hold
your body' while standing. sitting
or performing tasks such as lifting or bending. If your posture
is good. the bones of your spine
align correctly. If your posture
is had and the spinal hones are
not in proper alignment. there is
extra stress on the muscles and
ligaments. They try to correct for
the had posture and ,become
injured from the strain. This is
how poor posture can both cause
back pain and make it worse.
(I've put an illustration showing

Murray I

good posture while sitting and
standing on my website, AskDoctorK.com )
Try the following exercises.
They can help improve your posture and head off back pain:
-- Imagery. Think of a straight
line passing through your body
from ceiling to floor. Your ears,
shoulders, hips. knees and ankles
should be even and line up vertically as you stand. Now imagine that a strong cord attached
to your breastbone is pulling your
chest and rib cage upward, making you taller.
-- Shoulder blade squeeze. Sit
up straight in a chair with your
hands resting on your thighs.
Keep your shoulders down and
your chin level. Slowly draw
your shoulders back and squeeze
your shoulder blades together.
Hold for a count of five: relax.
Repeat three times.
-- Upper-body stretch. Stand
facing a corner with your arms
raised, hands flat against the
walls, elbows at shoulder height.
with your right foot forward.
Bend your right knee, but keep
the left knee straight. Keep your
back straight and your chest and
head up. You should feel a nice
stretch across your chest. Hold
this position for 20 to 30 seconds. Relax.
Now and then, you'll meet
someone who has perfect posture and hasn't had to work on
it. It's just comes naturally. Most
of us. however, tend to slouch.
Our mothers really were right:
Good posture not only makes us
look better, it also protects us
against back pain.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician and professor at Harvard
Medical School. To send questions. go to AskDoctorKxom,
or write: Ask Doctor K, 10
Shattuck St., Second Floor,
Boston. MA 02115.)
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YOU AREN'T FOOLING
ANYBOPY!
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V_ROOM!

STOVE
DOME
LIGHT
I) e a r
Heloise: Previous readers
have suggested leaving the
stove dome
by
light on as a
Heloise
reminder that
something is
baking or that the oven needs
attention. I use the light for safety.
When my son was a toddler.
the light told him that the oven
was HOT and not to touch it. It
S.H. in Ohio
m.orked great'
DON'T BURN YOUR CANDLE
TO THE END
Dear Heloise: Can you tell me
the reason for not burning all the
wax in a CANDLE. as stated in
your column in The (Baton Rouge,
La.) Advocate'? Thanks very much.
Don C.. via mail
Don, thanks-' Or reading the
column, and i've visited your
charming city several times /(;r
personal appearances and speeches.
The National Candle Association twww.candles.(rg) states that
the reason to not burst. the wax
(in a container or just a candle
itself) all the way down is SAFETY.

A glass jar or container can
too hot, causing it ro
bee
break or shatter and possibly causing a fire as well as other damage. Candles in a jar or a (-onminer should he disposed of when
they have half an inch of wax
left in them.
It may seem that you arf not
getting your money's worth. but
this precaution could keep your
home and family safe.
So, for safety's sake. please
follow this guideline and other
care instructions J d on the candles you burn.
If there are hilt inches left of
a fi-ee-standing candle, there also
is a chance of potential .fire or
hot-wai damage. - Helaew
LETTER OF LAUGHTER
Dear lieloise: In reference to
a reader who suggested placing a
rubber hall under the bedsheets
to keep the covers off their feet.
I have found that a Boston terrier serves the same purpose successfully. and keeps our feet warm
as well! -- C.G. Wolfe City.
Texas
You are not the only one who
Jugs a furry bed-warmer! Apparently, the majority of Chihuahua
owners always have warm feet in
bed! — Heloise
TABLECLOTH SIZES
Dear Heloise: I have many
tablecloths of different sizes and

shapes to fit my dining-room table
with a leaf and without. I can't
remember which tablecloths are
long and which are short.
I list the tablecloths by color
and pattern, and put the size next
to the description (grapevines. 60
inches by 9(1 inches: dark-red floral print. 50 inches square; etc.).
With the list taped on the inside
of the linen cupboard. it's easy
to select the tablecloth I need. —
Nancy Chapman, Sutter Creek,
Calif.
GIVING BACK
Dear Heloise: Returning vases'
to florists is a great idea, which
prompted me to write. I am a
business owner and receive quite
a bit of mail. My mailman bundles the mail with rubber bands.
Every- six months or so. I return
them to him.
I also return hangers from my
employees' uniforms back to the
uniform company. — A Faithful
Reader in Clinton. Md.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio. TX 782795000. or you can fax it to I210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)20I3 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. May 14. the
134th day of 2013. There are 231
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 14. 1973, the United
States launched Skylab I. its first
manned space station. (Skylab I
remained in orbit for six years
before burning up during re-entry
in 1979.)
On this date:
In 1643. Louis XIV became
King of France at age 4 upon
the death of his father, Louis XIII.
In 1796. English physician

Murray Ledger & Times

ACROSS
1
7
11
12
13
15
16
18
21
22
24
25
26
27
29
30
31
32
34
40
41
42
43

Llama's cousin
Sub shop
Carter's successor
Poet Khayyam
Gunter Grass book
Trifled
High school student
Gofer's assignment
Guys' dates
Zany
Wisdom bringer
Buddy
Gorilla, e.g.
Dusk sight
It may be furrowed
Foiked over
Rowing team
Western resort lake
Gunter Grass book
Continental coin
Salad green
Close to
Put on, as a play

Works the soil
Kayo count
Color
Important time
Use a spade
Second person
Spectrum end

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
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PEANUTSa0
LOOK! A
POST CARD FitYA
LANUS!

DEAR CHARLIE BROWN,
THIS 15 THE MOTEL WE
STAYED IN THE FIRST
NI6HT...IT HAD A
46.1AVAIN6 FO0L, 64./T WE
NOWT 60 5161WJA046...

LUCY HAG BEN Mel"?
Ail DA?...I HAVE TO RIDE IN
THE BACX SEAT
. MI5 LOOL15 UKE
600461O BE ALONE TRIP..
4,490R REND,U1405...
PS. TELL 9400 5Y I HOPE
HE 6E75 ME RED BARON"

-THAT'S THE SADDEST
POST CARD I'VE EVER READ:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
14
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
25
28
29
31

Pendulum path
Michele of "Glee.'
Touch lightly
Playing marbles
Church code
Tennis star Roddick
Thingamajig
Running bird
— Vegas
Hot blood
Copper,or cobalt
Touch base
Kagan of the Supreme Court
Fnghten
Punch sound
Oxygen, for one
Small rug
Sunday seat
Brake, for one
Have done, as a portrait
Starr of the comics
Enumerate

12

11
14

13

18

1
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PREP SOFTBALL: MURRAY HIGH II, CALDWELL CO. I

Lae Tigers get Senior Night win
SAVANNAH GR(X;AN GoEs-rill. DISTANCE
AS LADY TIGERS USE BIC 61'H INNING TO
TAKE ix)wN CALDwELL CorsTy
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Life without Lexie has begun
for the Murray High Lady
Tigers.
It started with a big win on
Senior Night.
Murray scored an I I-I win
over Caldwell County Monday
at Lady Tiger Field. scoring
seven runs in the bottom of the
6th inning to post the run-rule
win.
The win came after the Lady
Tigers found out last week that
,pitcher Lexie Harper will not be
returning to the circle in 2013
for MHS.

Caitlin Molette. Kindhart and
Bayleigh Blanc all having singles before Elizabeth Grogan's
second hit of the inning ended
the game.
"We started making some
Savannah Grogan went the adjustments.- Lady Tiger coach
distance to earn the win for Rick Grogan said."As usual, we
Murray. giving up a home run to started a little slow, but the difCaldwell shortstop Jesse Stone. ference this time is that we made
But Grogan got plenty of the adjustment and started hitoffensive help.
ting the ball on the nose. We
Julia Curtis. Murray's lone haven't done that and it' was
senior, had an RBI single in the good to see.first to put Murray on the board.
Harper. who as a freshman in
Murray scored two in the fourth 2011 was one of the top pitchafter a double by Loryn Carver. ers in the 1st Region. had strugand RBI singles by Shelby gled with arm issues all spring.
Moss. Prestley Blanc and An issue with a bicep . tendon
Rachel Kindhart.
will shut her down for the seaThe Lady Tigers then hit son, with surgery coining.
around in the sixth. with
"I hate not being able to play
Bayleigh Blanc. Elizabeth but whatever it takes to get
Grogan. Morghen
Turley. back,- Harper said. "It was frus-

trating not knowing. It's good to
get some answers. I feel like the
surgey is going to help me and
allow me to take a step forward.Her coach knows what she's
going through on the sidelines.
As a pitcher at Murray State,
Grogan missed an entire season
after a being hit by a hall in the
head during batting practice.
The life-threatening injury
forced him to take a step back.
"When you're in the moment
like that Its hard to not look
into the future and just take
things as they come," Grogan
said. "But I talked to her the
other day about my situation and the things that you can learn
from sitting out. I know her
work effort. I've )satched her
pitch a championship game with
•See LADY TIGERS, 10A__

DAVID RAMEY

Ledger & Times

Murray High senior Julia Curtis lays down a bunt Monday
night against Caldwell County. The Lady Tigers won 11-1
on Senior Night.

OVC SOFTBALL

Troup,
Ramsey
earn AllOVC
Tourney
honors
DUO LED R.ACERS
TO THIRD PLA(1.1
FINISH FOR
SECOND-STRA a IT
SEASON

FoRmF,R MSU
STAR ENJOYS
I. RST suNT

NFL FRANCHISE

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Whatever happens next.
Casey Brockman can always
remember his final pass with the
Seattle Seahawks.
Taking part in a three-day.
mini-camp over the
rookie
From MSU Athletics
in Renton. Wash., the
weekend
sophand
Ellyn
Troup
Senior
omore Mo Ramsey have been former Murray State Allnamed to the 2013 OVC All- American learned some invaluTournament team, the league able lessons in his first stint with
an NFL franchise.
has announced.
And to put a cherry on top on
the
lead
helped
duo
The
Racers to a 2-2 record at the one of the most memorable
event and a second-straight third weekends of his life. Brockman
Murray State went away from the Seahawks in
place finish.
opened up with wins over UT style, despite not being signed to
Martin and top-seeded Eastern a free agent deal.
"It was the last little portion
Illinois, while they fell to eventhe last practice of camp," a
of
tual winner Jacksonville State
travel-weary Brockman said
and UT Martin.
Troup went 5-for-It) on the Monday morning. "It was the
week with two doubles. three first kind of scrimmage type sceRBIs, two walks- and a stolen nario we had actually done
‘
base.
She ended the tournament where we actually try to move
with a .500 batting average. a the ball down the field and try to
.7(X) slugging percentage and a put a drive together."
Former Texas A&M quarter.583 on-base percentage. She
tallied a hit in each of the back Jerrod Johnson went threeRacers' four games and ended and-out in his first possession.
the season on an 11-game hit- giving way to Brockman. who
took over with the second-string
streak.
Ramsey went 7-for-IS in the guys.
After a 30-yard completion to
tournament, for a .467 average.
tight end on a bootleg left on
a
and
the
RBI
with three runs, a
stolen base. She recorded to his first throw. Brockman took a
multiple hits in two separate five-step drop on the second, hitgames, going 2-for-4 in the first ting former St. Francis wide-out
game against UT Martin and 3- Austin Coleman in stride on the
for-4 against Jacksonville State. left sideline for a touchdown.
It was Brockman's last NFL
The Racers ended their 2013
season at 25-28 overall. They throw — at least for now — and
finished fourth in the league in the record-setting quarterback
the regular-season and won two couldn't think of a better way to
games at the OVC Tournament leave Washington.
"I did all I could do."
for the second year in a row.

TED S. WARREN /AP Photo
right, during pracMichael.
Christine
back
running
to
off
hands
left,
Brockman.
Casey
quarterback
Seahawks'
Seattle
tice drills at Seattle Seahawks NFL football Rookie Minicamp, Friday, May 10, 2013, in Renton, Wash.
Brockrhan said. "It was pretty and decide to either keep play- plenty of things from his week- play as long as I can.
"That's something that I won't
neat that my last throw with ing, or get into coaching as early end trip to the northwest, he said
one thing that resonated most forget."
(Seattle) was a touchdown. You as possible.
So while the future of his pro"I talked to my agent Sunday was a conversation he had with
can't go wrong going out on top
football career is somefessional
quarterassistant
32-year-old
talk
would
we
said
he
and
night.
I guess.
at the moment.
vague
what
Canales.
Dave
coach
back
"1 (eel like I probably did as in a few days about my other
crystal clear
was
Brockman
he
thing
only
the
said
"He
"He
said.
Brockman
options."
try
to
done
well as I could have
experience at
his
to
came
it
when
as
play
didn't
he
that
is
told me to do some research on regretted
to impress them."
camp.
Seahawks
have."
could
he
as
long
pay
the
and
CFL
and
AFL
the
up
The Seahawks did end
"I wouldn't trade it for any signing Johnson to a free agent and things like that to see if it is Brockman said of Canales. "He
right
went
and
early
playing
quit
in."
interested
I'm
that
something
deal, and now Brockman said it's
•See BROCKMAN, 10A
And while Brockman learned into coaching. and. he told me to
time to start evaluating his future

HORSE RACING

Derby winner Orb arrives at Pimlico for Preakness
By DAVID GINSBUFtG
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) —Orb
has settled into the place
reserved for royalty at Pimlico
Race Course — stall 40.
The Triple Crown hopeful
arrived at Pimlico on Monday
afternoon, five days before the
Preakness. He was immediately
taken to stall 40 at the Stakes
Barn, which traditionally serves
as home to the Kentucky Derby
winner.
Some of the greatest horses
in history have been kept there.
including Secretariat (1973).

Seattle Slew (1977) and
affinned (1978).
"I can't believe how proud I
am," trainer Shug McGaughey
said.
Orb was shipped by van after
an outstanding workout at
Belmont Park. With exercise
rider Jennifer Patterson aboard,
Orb seemed to move effortlessly
around the track on a clear.
sunny day. He breezed four furlongs in 47.18 seconds and galloped out five furlongs in 59.54.
"The way he worked this
morning was nothing short of
magnificent." McGaughey said.

"I couldn't be any happier where
we are, and I'm very excited
about Saturday afternoon."
McGaughey wasn't concerned with the fast fractions.
which came nine days after running 1.5 miles in the Derby.
"I think it's a tribute to the
way he came out of the Derby.
and to come back and be able to
have a work like that and do it
the way he did it — couldn't be
more thrilled." he said in New
York. "Right now, I'm on cloud
nine. The way he was stnding
today. the way he held his leads
through the lane. I thought it

was spectacular."
McGaughey understands the
pressure associated with trying
to the first Triple Crown winner
since Affirmed, although he sees
no reason to 1)4 nervous.
"Obviously I'm thinking
about what I'm going to do this
week, but I'm not really worried
about it." he said.
Not to niention. Orb hasn't
done anything that would indicate he won't be at his best
Saturday.
"Everything just of sort of
keeps getting better, his
demeanor and as much as he's

enjoying what he's doing." the
Hall of Fame trainer said.
Orb was the second horse to
arrive at Pimlico. joining
Goldencents. the 17th-place finisher in the Derby.
"I wanted to just get him
down here, get him used to his
McGaughey
surroundings,"
said. "I like to school him in the
paddock, and I didn't want to do
too much at one time. So I
thought weirl get him in here
today. give him his off day
tomorrow and then maybe we'll
train a little on Wednesday."
For McGaughey, being the

favorite in the Preakness is
preferable to coming in as the
long shot.
"1 want to be the favorite
every time I run," he said.
"Today we're standing up here
with a little bit of a target on our
back. I like that. If it doesn't
work on Saturday. that's going to
be just the way it is. I've been
doing this quite a long time, and
I know you win some and you
lose some."
McGaughey has never won a
Preakness. The last time he tried
was in 1989. when Kentucky
•See PREAKNESS, 10A
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EASTERN CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS

James, Heat rout Bulls 88-65
By ANDREW SELIGPAAN
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — LeBron
James scored 27 points and the•
Miami Heat nearly matched a
franchise record for points
allowed in a playoff game.
pounding the listless and shorthanded Chicago Bulls 88-65 on
Monday night to take a 3-1 lead
in the Eastern Conference semifinals.
The 65 points allowed were
only two more than the all-time
postseason low for a Miami
opponent, and it was easily the
worst offensive performance by
a Chicago team.
Never before had the Bulls
scored fewer than 69 in a playoff
game nor 10 or less in a quarter
during the postseason, but both
those marks fell on a night when
they. were dominated on both
ends of the floor.
Miami led by 11 at the half
and put this one away in the third
quarter. outscoring Chicago 17-9
in the period.
Nov. the heat will try to wrap
up the series at home on
Ndnesday night. taking what
they hope will be the next step
ios.v aid a second straight championship.
Its hard to believe the Bulls
n the series opener the way
the past three games have gone.
Miami pounded Chicago in
Game 2. coming away-with its
most lopsided playoff victory
\Ode handing the Bulls their
orst over postseason loss, and
the Heat continued to roll from
there.
James had his usual complete
game with eight assists and
seven rebounds Monday.
Chris Bosh finished with 14
points after scoring 20 and grabbing 19 rebounds in Game 3. and
the Heat won again despite
another quiet night from
Dwane Wade. who finished
with six points. Norris Cole also
struggled with seven points after
back-to-back I 8-point performances. but the Heat had more

than enough in this one.
They shot about 49 percent
while the Bulls set a franchise
playoff low at 25.7 percent. They
were particularly bad from the
outside, going 2 for 17 from 3point range.
The Bulls again were missing
ailing Luol Deng and injured
Kirk Hinrich (calf), and a team
that kept finding ways to win
despite being short-handed all
season simply appeared to run
out of steam.
Carlos Boozer had 14 points
and 12 rebounds for his fifth
double-double in the postseason
but was just 3 of 14 from the
field. Jimmy Butler scored 12
and Joakim Noah grabbed nine
rebounds, but it was a miserable
night for Chicago — particularly
Nate Robinson, who missed all
12 shots and did not score.
James scored 15 points and
Bosh added 12 in the first half to
help the Heat take a 44-33 lead at
the break, but that doesn't even
come close to telling the complete story.
Consider this.
Miami shot just under 53 percent. with The Bulls at about 27
percent. Chicago was also 1 of
11 on 3-pointers, and the only
conversion from long range
came from Richard Hamilton.
Remember him?
After playing a grand total of
10 minutes over two playoff
coach
Tom
appearances,
Thibodeau turned to him early in
the second quarter with Miami
threatening to put the game
away.
The veteran guard entered to
loud cheers with the Bulls trailing 30-17 after back-to-back 3pointers by Shane Battier and
Ray Allen, and the crowd was
roaring after Hamilton nailed a
wide open 3 from up top and Taj
Gibson converted a three-point
play.
That made it a seven-point
game, but the Bulls couldn't sustain any momentum. The Heat
suffocated them on both ends,

ICI1

Sponsored By:

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. "Murray. KY • 753-3415
Van Haverstock

Prep Softball
Monday
Murray High 11 Caldwell Co 1
Carlisle Co 18 Fulton Co 0
Today
Hickman Co at Calloway Co 5 30
pm
Reidland at Murray High 5 30 p m
Paducah Tilghman at Fulton Co 5 30
pm
Carlisle Co at Lone Oak 5 30 p m
Heath at Marshall Co 6 pm
Major League Baseball
All Times EST
National League
East Division
W
L Pct
Atlanta
21 16 568
Washington
20 17 541

Steady Auto
insurance

4
Philadelphia
18 21.462
14 21 400
6
New York
11 27'2139 105
Miami
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
24 13649
St Louts
22 16 579 2 5
Cincinnati
21 17 553 3 5
Pittsburgh
16 20 444 75
Milwaukee
9
15 22 405
Chicago
West Division
L Pct GB
W
23 15 605
San Francisco
21
17
553
2
Arizona
25
20 17 541
Colorado
16 21 432 65
San Diego
7
15 71 .0 7
Los Angeles

Prep Baseball
Monday
Trigg Co 12 Webster Cc 1
Today
Calloway Co at Hickman Co 5 p m
Murray High at St Mary 5 p m
Marshall Co at Ballard Memorial 7
pm
Lone Oak at Graves Co 7 pm
Carlisle Co at Mayfield 6 p m

Monday's Games
Milwaukee 5 Pittsburgh 1
St Louis 6 N V Mets 3
Colorado at Chicago Cubs 8 05 p m
Atlanta at Arizona 9 40 p In
• ri
Washington at L A
m

GB

II Lady Tigers...

NAM Y HUH

AP Photos

Miami Heat forward LeBron James (6) goes up for a shot
against Chicago Bulls forward Jimmy Butler (21) during
the first half of Game 4 of an NBA basketball playoffs
Eastern Conference semifinal on Monday.
squeezing a little harder e‘ei
time Chicago made a push.
There was no energy from the
Bulls, none of the resourcefulness that carried them to 45 wins
during the regular season and to
the second round in the playoffs.
They were trailing 44-31 with
about 40 seconds left after James
made a neat spin move on the
break and got fouled by Nate
Robinson for a three-point play.
Notes: The Heat and Bulls
were well represented on the

MLB: CARDINALS 6, METS 3

Cardinals rally past Mets
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (API — Lance
Lynn overcame early control
woes and St. Louis used a threerun seventh inning to beat the
New York Mets 6-3 on Monday
night.
Lynn (6-1) allowed three runs
on three hits and four walks the
first two innings. He only gave up
one hit and one walk in his last
five innings. He is 4-0 at home
this season. It was the Cardinals'
10th win in the past 12 games.
Rick Ankiel, signed by the
Mets earlier in the day after clearing waivers and playing against
the team that revived his career as
a position player. just missed a
diving catch on Ty Wigginton's
pinch-hit bloop double to shallow
center off Scott Rice(I-3)to open
the seventh.
Matt Carpenter followed
Vs'igginton's hit with a sharp
grounder off Rice's leg and the
ball rolled into foul territory
down the fiFst-base line.
Wigginton never stopped running
and his head-first slide barely
beat the tag to snap a 3-3 tie. Matt
Holliday homered with one out
and Yadier Molina had an RBI
double with two outs, both off
Scott Atchison for the three-run

CPAI

.51CCPIN

NBA's all-delensive first team.
with James and Noah being
selected. ... Thibodeau had nothing to say. about the $35.(XX)fine
from the league foi comments he
made about the officiating in
Game 3. Asked if he was surprised by the amount, he said.
"I've got no comment on that.
We're just getting ready for
Game 4." ... Deng was listed as
active after initially being ruled
out for Chicago. Hinrich and
Rose were inactive.

To place an
ad call
753-1916 (
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From Page 9A
a brokcn toot. She II he hack and
be baL k strong...
Savannah
Grogan
and
Prestley Blane will handle the
pitching duties the rest of the
way.
Murray finishes with a busy
week before 4th District
Tournament play nest week.

The Lady Tigers host legion al power Reidland n tday before
visiting University Heights
Thursday and a doubleheadei
with Toad Central Friday.
"Vv'e need to hit the hall and
put it into pla) hard. And we just
need to be 'mire consistent in
every phase of the game.Grogan said.

•Preakniss...
Charge (eighth). lisinx
From Page 9A
15th )and Goldencents. Also set
(
lost
Goer
Lisy
-up
Derby fro
for the race is Departing. w inner
to Sunday Silence by a nose.
of the Illinois Derby.
"Qbviously I'm here with the
"I think, it's formidable."
Derby winner so I'm a lot more
know that
McGaughey said.
at ease than when I came in that Oxbow
made a good run in the
time." he said.
Derby. I never really kind of sat
A win in the I 3/16-mile down and watched it and pinned
Preakness on Saturday would it down. The other horse (Will
set up a Triple Crown try in the Take Charge) got in some trouBelmont Stakes on June 8.
ble. You've got to respect
Orb, owned by the PhiPlls Departing coining in there on
Stable -and Stuart Janney 111. his race in the Illinois Derfw and
takes a five-race winning streak being relatively fresh. My main
into the Preakness. where he concern is just try ing to get Orb
will face what look to he nine over there the best way we poschallengers. Among them are sibly can and if he runs his race
Derby runners Mylute (fifth). I think they'll know he's in
Oxbow (sixth). Will 'Eike there "

baseman David Wright's tag on
cushion,
Daniel Murphy had three hits Craig, attempting to advance on
with a two-run double for the left fielder Lucas Duda's throw.
Murphy tied it in the,second
Mets, busting out of a 7-for-54
slump with one RBI the previous with a two-run double, a liner that
14 games. The Mets have right fielder Carlos Beltran
appeared to lose running out of
dropped four straight.
Lynn threw a career-high 125 the shadows into a patch of sunpitches, four more than the previ- light in right. Murphy scored
ous high exactly one year ago in a from second on an infield hit after
loss to the Braves. Three relievers shortstop Daniel Descalso could
worked the last two innings with not handle Wright's slow roller
Edward Mujica earning his 10th and the ball rolled free.
Notes: LHP John Gast make,
save in 10 chances.
Lynn threw 54 pitches and his major league debut for the
Mets starter Jeremy Hefner need- Cardinals in place of injured Jake
ed 46 the first two innings in a Westbrook on Tuesday night
game tied at 3, a distinct change against Dillon Gee (2-4, 5.55).
after three straight days of pitch- Gast was 3-1 with a 1.16 ERA at
ing brilliance. Colorado's Jorge Triple-A Memphis and began the
De La Rosa carried a no-hitter year with 32 consecutive scoreinto the seventh Sunday, the less innings. ... Chris Carpenter.
Cardinals' Adam Wainwright all but ruled out for the season in
went 7 2-3 innings before his no- February due to nerve issues in
hit bid ended Saturday and St. his shoulder, threw another
Louis rookie Shelby Miller bullpen session Monday and
retired the final 27 hitters after remained on track in his bid to
return as a reliever:hut there's no
allowing a leadoff hit on Friday.
'fbree of the first four batters specific timetable."When he puts
reached against Hefner including his mind to something and his
Allen Craig's RBI double just body cooperates, we know what
inside the third-base line for the kind of talent he has." ... Descalso
lead and Jon Jay added a bases- got his third start at SS for -St.
loaded sacrifice fly that barely Louis. ... The Mets' John Buck
counted when Matt Holliday struck out three times for a total
sprinted home just ahead of third of 13 the last six games.

•Brockman...
From Page 9A
thing." he said. "On the field is
was just amazing to be in the
huddle in an NFL camp. You've
got (Seattle head coach) Pete
Carrol listening to you and
telling you what to do on throws,
which is pretty nerve-racking.
"But that whole experience is
just something that I will
remember forever."
The former Murray State star
had plenty of'Wow' moments in
his brief time with the Seahawks,
from picking out a pair of cleats
out of a stack of 25 to seeing his
last name on the back of an NFL
jersey.
One of the most light-hearted
of those moments, however,
came well before he ever got into
Seahawks camp.
"We got to the facility after a
day of traveling, and as we were
leaving one of the Seahawks
staff members said he knew we
hadn't eaten much that day,"

Brockman recalled. "He said if
we wanted to order room service
at the hotel for that night then to
feel free,just put it on the tab and
be realistic with the amount.
'So me and the guys I'm traveling with are like, 'What. $15$20?' and he said, 'No, it's the
NFL. You can go $60-$70 on
room service.' That was pretty
crazy."
It wasn't all room service and
free gear, however.
Brockman had plenty of work
to do once he arrived in Seattle,
starting with memorizing the
biggest playbook he's ever seen.
"You do two days of install
there," he said. "You do some
plays on the first day and then
some more on the second. Day
one of install was probably bigger than our whole playbook at
Murray State."
And of course, it wouldn't
have been Seahawks mini-camp
without All-Pro corner Richard
Sherman showing up on a jet ski

outside of the team's facility.
which sits on the shore of Lake
Washington.
"There are pontoon boats that
pull up to the edge to watch practice and stuff," Brockman said.
"I didn't see(Sherman)on the jet
ski, but I saw a picture of it, of
him watching us practice from
the water."
From his first (and last)
touchdown pass with Seattle. to
finding out Can-ol knew him on
a first-name basis the moment he
arrived at camp. Brockman had
plenty of reAorts to smile —
despite spending 18-straight
hours on a plane or at an airport
Sunday night and Monday morning to get home.
"It's pretty surreal," he said. "I
don't know what my future holds
yet. but I know I learned more
things in those few days than I
ever thought I would.
"It was an incredible experience. I just wish they would have
let me keep my jersey."

RACER -

0) Alw 1 ;11
vs. EKU
Thursday, May 16 at 3:00Pm
Friday, May 17 at 3:00pm
n (SErloR DAY)
Saturday, May 18 at .:0_pm

Golt
Tk(flew! Websitt ofMurray State Athlittes

TICKET OFFICE:
270-809-3000
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Johnathon Jones
(Jonesy),
we are so proud
of you.
-- 411110011."-- MQ & Papaw, Mom,
'
Dad & Cassie

Alyson Mathis,
Congratulations!
I'm very proud
of you.
Good luck at UK!
Alice R.

Dad. Mom & Jessica

to graduation.

Mt. Pleasant. Michigan

yoUr accomplishments
from movingfrom

We're very proud of all

DOrek Van Horn,

Pa Glenn & Ma Edna

Kimmie,
Congratulations!
We are very proud of
you. Good luck in
all you do.

CongrOula:
Graduating

Wm.

.""ANIN1114111darr

Haile), Harrison,
congrats on
Valedictorian. We
are extremely proud
of you, and we love
you bunches!
Morn, Dad & Slade

in the future.
Dad, Morn & Brady,
Bub & Nan

We are proud of you,
Taylor Brooke
Schaaf. Good luck

Love,
Mom, Michael,
NaNa, PaPa

Jeffrey Krauss,
Congratulations.
We are very
proud of you.

Dad

Congratulations,
Ashley Holt.
Best of luck in your
future. I'm very
proud of you.
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BEST ALL AROUND
Chloe Farris

Alex Ward

L to R: Treasurer - Paige Drew
President - Whitney Carver
Vice President - Sydney Carver
Secretary - Tiya-Toonse Muuka

BEST DRESSED
Hunter Heathcott

Anne Courtney

MR & MISS MURRAY HIGH
Alex Ward

Julia Curtis

BEST LOOKING
Daniel Nisbet

Kayla Verburg

Photo courttv- of Sherry Purdom

The Murray Independent SchoolDistrict tasked the
MHS Class of2013success along life'sjourney and thanks you
for the recognition you've broughtto our tradition ofarcellowe.

ferburg
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MHS CLASS OF 2013

BEST PERSONALITY
Joel Ferguson

BEST SMILE

Alexis Marston Andre Phillips

Kirby Pittman

CLASS FAVORITES
Lucas Anderson

Brett Watson

Congratulations
to the
Class of 2013!

WITTIEST
Jacob Clingermayer

Katie Shinkle

GALLOWAY COUNTY # MURRAY HIGH•EASTWOOD CHRISTIA
MURRAY-GALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRATULATE THIS YEAR'S GRADUATES ON YOUR MANY
ACHIEVEMENTS AND WISH YOU MUCH SUCCESS IN THE FUTURE!

270.702.1100
Ni t 1;1; , Ho\

‘i

Murray 1
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JOHN

MEGA!
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MOST ATHLETIC
Dante Howard

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

MOST DEPENDABLE

Lindey Hunt

Kassity Winchester Stephen Orr Tiya Muuka

Everett Weber

Adryanna Smith

CHARLE

GARRET

MOST OUTGOING
Allyson Futrell

MOST SCHOOL SPIRIT

Brady Powell

John Lollar

MOST TALENTED

Julia Curtis Hannah Riley

Yoon Jae Lee

BRITTA

LUCAS ANDERSON

DEDRICK BALLARD

JARED BENNINGFIELD

MYKYTA BIRBASOV

JENNA BUMB

ALEXANDRA CARNEY

SETH CARTER

SYDNEY CARVER

WHITNEY CARVER

DARRIUS CATLETT

TORI CHAPMAN

JACOB CLINGERMAYER

AMBER CLINTON

CHADWICK COCHRAN

ANNE COURTNEY

ELIZABETH COURTNEY

clothing/shoes/accessories

Bring In This Ad For:

www.ToyotaofMurray.corn

1301 South 12th Street • Murray • 270-753-4961

I

310 N. 12th St. Murray.,KY • 270-873-26913
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. • Sat. 10 aim-3 p.m.

IGNACIO

ALEXANI
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11/111S CLASS OF 2013
JOHN CROFTON

KADE CULLOP

KATLYN CULLOP

JULIA CURTIS

ASHLEY DAWSON

MACKENZIE DOWNEY

MEGAN DURBIN

TRISTAN ENOCH

KIMBERLY FAIRCHILD

CHLOE FARRIS

JOEL FERGUSON

LOGAN FOSTER

ALLYSON FUTRELL

TYLER GARLAND

CHARLES GRAVES

HANNAH HARRISON

HOLLY HEATHCOTT

HANNAH HINTON

SARAH HODGES

MARY HOFFACKER

GARRETT HOLLAND

DANTE HOWARD

DEON HOWARD

LINDEY HUNT

KIMBERLY JONES

AMANDA KELLEY

BRYAN KELLEY

KASSIDY KNIGHT

BRITTANY LAMB

LINDSAY LAMBERT

GABRIEL LEAVELL

YOON JAE LEE

DHEEPA LOGANATHAN

JOHN LOLLAR

JONATHAN LYNN

ALEXIS MARtTON

IGNACIO MARTINEZ

ISABEL MARTINEZ

ALYSON MATHIS

TIFFANY MCGREW

KRISTIN MCNUTT

SAMUEL MEDLOCK

ADAM MELTON

BEATRIT MENDOZA MORALES

ALEXANDER MILLER

DANIEL MILLER

PATIENCE MOORE

MAGGIE MORRIS

TIYA-TOONSE MUUKA

DANIEL NISBET

TARA DUKE

EED
Smith

HUNTER HEATHCOTT ELIZABETH HERNANDEZ

ae Lee

CARVER

COURTNEY

AILEEN O'BRIEN-YOUNGER BRIANNA OHNEMUS

Congratulations Graduates!
Get started on the right path today
with a Student Checking Account E
*No Maintenance Fee
•Visa Debit Card
•E-Statements
BANK OF CADIZ
*Identity Theft Insurance
& TRUST CO.
*Free Online Banking
& Bill Pay
We Make it Simple!
630 North 12th Street
Murray,KY
(270) 759-4852
Cadiz• Hopkinsville
ba nkofeadiz.com

REPAIR
4gapiress gfirce 7962„.
SCIV/;(69 eadafe/Vbe'Mel'50 eievskr
Your Total Car Care Business!
igSfarat

INAPII

'r

Hours: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. M - F

619 South 4th Street • 753-6831
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MHS.CLASS OF 2013
STEPHEN OFtR

JOSHUA ORTNER

MASON OWENS

DESTINY OWSLEY

JANIS RAY PARKER

JUSTIN PARISH

MEGAN PERRY

LOGAN PARKER

Pictured

ANDRE PHILLIPS

KIRBY PITT/•AAN

BRADY POWELL

JOHN RAMEY

BRANDON REDD

HENRY RICHARDSON

TAYLOR RICHERSON

HANNAH RILEY

David
He is a
years Ilc
fall are i(

Seth A
Eastwooi
years on
watching
& Techn

KELSEY ROBERTS

JAYLEN ROTH

KATELYN SHINKLE

DAKOTA SITTON

ADRYANNA SMITH

JORDAN SMITH

ANDREW SNELLEN

JASON SPANN

JANSSEN STARKS

HOGAN SULLIVAN

RICHARD VANSICKLE

KAYLA VERBURG

ELIZABETH WALL

ERIC WANN

JOSEPH WARD

BRETT WATSON

MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
SENIORS NOT PICTURED
Nickolaus Copeland
Lonnie Paschall
EVERETT WEBER

SHANNA WILLIAMS

JOSEPH WINCHESTER KASSITY WINCHESTER

ALYSSA WRIGHT

Amber Webb

MHS Project Grad promises to be a night to remember
By Kimberly Fairchild
It's the time of year to leave all
drama behind, and have everyone to get together for celebration. At Murray High School,
Project Graduation isn't only
something to look forward to;
it's a night to remember. It's an
amazing opportunity, for all of
the seniors to get together and
have a.
good
time free
of alcohol ,
drugs,
and
drama. The event is meant to
keep our seniors from going out
on graduation night and making
mistakes that they may later
regret, and instead enjoying
surroundings
influence-free
inside the walls of Murray High.
According to the National
Traffic
Safety
Highway
Administration, 211 children
were killed in drunken driving
crashes in 2010. Out of those
211 deaths, 131 (62%) were riding with a drunk driver. The
NHTSA also stated that car
crashes are the leading cause of
death for teens, and about onethird of those are alcohol related. As the statistics indicate,
driving under the influence can
cause a lot of damage and even
death for
young
people.
which is
hy
events
like
Project Graduation are highly
encouraged. The parents and
faculty of MHS want to be sure
their students will be safe and
without harm.

•

The
seniors
of 2013
ha ve
worked
extreme•
ly hard
throughout their high school
years and deserve a night of fun.
The seniors are in store for some
great opportunities during
Project Graduation. According
to Mrs. Teresa Speed, principal
at Murray High, the class has
earned about $12,000 from
donations alone, and had about
$5,000 donated from the Murray
Alcohol Education Program.
The event is known recently to
have at least 160 sponsors rooting for the event and giving the
class help. "I really appreciate
the community supporting our
Project Graduation each year,"
stated Speed during an interview
about the occasion.
For the Class of 20I3's year,
the affair will take place at
Murray
High
School
from

•

•

p.m. to
6:00 a.m.,
the night of graduation, May
19th; doors will be opening at
10:30 p.m. Seniors will participate in many different things
and get to have the time of their
lives before they are sent off into
the crazy, big world. It includes
activities, food, music, entertainment, games, and even prize
giveaways. No one else will be
allowed into the event after midnight.
Students will be provided with
a tasty meal upon arriving to
Project Graduation and will also

have an open concession available to them throughout the
night and early morning. At 4:30
a.m., breakfast will be served to
them, and every student is said
to receive a gift of sorts by the
end of the night.
A sponsor of the event. Mrs.
Lisa Carver commented on the
occasion with great joy."We are
very excited about the 2013
Project Graduation. We have
107 out of 112 seniors signed up
to participate.- she stated. "The
prize giveaways, such as laptops, gaming systems. store gift
cards, items for dorm or apartment living, and cash always
create
excitement for
Project

Graduation. However, the most
important gift seniors will
receive is the opportunity to celebrate the long awaited milestone of their high school graduation together," Carver later
added.
There is no doubt of why
almost every senior in the graduating class has signed up. With
•prizes and activities to look forward to, we can't help but be
excited about the special occasion. It is certainly an important
event for seniors to celebrate
their high school years coming
to an end and moving on to bigger and better things.
Even the parents of our graduating seniors are getting energized about all the excitement
Project
around
riding
Graduation. A parent of a 2013
Murray High senior states,"I am

so excited for our 2013 seniors!
Project Graduation is a time for
them to celebrate and reminisce
on their accomplishments in a
safe and fun way. I am continu•
ally
amazed at
h o w
Murray

Independent Schools,local businesses and the citizens of
Murray pull together as a community to support our schools
and our children. Having gradu-

ated from a large metropolitan
public school. I did not have
many of the opportunities that
have been afforded to my child
in the Murray school system. I
am proud of being a member of
this community. I would like to
congratulate our 2013 graduates
and wish them the best of luck!"
Seeing
how well
of a reaction that
the parents are
giving is
just an
added bonus to the enjoyment

included
in
the
event
and
gradualing-overall.
In the
end,the event is meant to give a
safe and friendly environment
for the Murray High seniors to
get together, spend time with
friends, and have a great night
without the use of drugs and
alcohol. We hope to see all of
the seniors having a sensational
time. Congratulations to the
Class of 2013!

Congratulations Seniors!
• Open Since June 2012 and
Not Going Anywhere!
• Over 150 Booths Full of
Treasures Just For You!
• Booth Rentals Available!
Come by Today!

Trends N' Treasures
Open
Monday-Satuiday.
1306 South 12th Street

- 61141

& Sunday km Spsi

Murray, KY 42071
270-761-6255

Owners: Cary & Julia Brandon
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Strong bond of MHS Class of 2013
makes solid foundation into adulthood

kN PERRY

JOHN VVRIGHT Lecrger & Times

Pictured from left to right: Thomas Shelburn, Seth Frederick, Lucas Jones

IAH RILEY

Eastwood Christian Ademy 2013 Seniors
David Thomas-Shelhurn is the son of Pauline Shelbuni of Benton and William Shelburn of Georgia.
He is a member of Faith Missionary Baptist Church of Benton. rhomas has attended LCA lOr nine
years. He has played on Lastwtiod.s basketball team and has helped with the yearbook. Ills plans in the
fall are to attend West Kentucky Community' & Technical College.
Seth Andrew Frederick is the son of Deane and Rhonda Frederick oh Ilaiel. He has attended
Eastwoml for 10 years. Seth is a member of Emmanuel Baptist Church of Murray_ Ile played all four
years on ECA's basketball team and was part of the yearbook team. He has a lose for cars and enjoys
watching the NBA games. Seth is graduating with honors and will attend West Kentucky Community
& Technical College for mechanical engineering.

N SPANN

Lucas Donald Jones is the son of Stephen and Brenda Jones ot Mimi. Ile has attended Ea
.
stwood
from K4 through 12th grade. Lucas is a member of EaSIWOOd Baptist Church of Nhirray. He enjoys
photography and has helped with ECA's yearbook. Ile is also interested in ant.
ieple t rat:toes. old cars. and
trucks. Lucas is employed at Sirloin Stockade and has no tuture plans yet.

By Elizabeth Courtney
The years of high school for
all students have been four of
the best and worst years; high
school can change people in
many ways. and the Class of
2013 is no exception. Thinking
back to the beginning of high
school sometimes feels like
looking back to the beginning of
time. However, as graduation
draws closer, the past four years
seemed to have flown by. The
high school experience will vary
from student to student. but it is
safe to say the overall experience has been both a positive
and life changing one.
Walking through the doors of
Murray High School for the first
time as a student can seem
daunting. but the school environment is such a loving one
...that everyone instantly becomes'
family. High school is never
truly just a walk in the park.
Everyone faces their own troubles. whether they are personal
or one of the community. the
Murray High family bands
together to help each other
through whatever hardships
anyone may face. There will

always be rough patches
throughout high school, but
despite the hard times the_students can still stay a strong family that shows how much love
they have for each other and
their school. Life can be altered
in the blink of an eye. either for
good or bad,the journey of high
school is different for every sin-.
gle student; it is nice to know
that when the world seems to be
spinning too fast, the family at
school will be the rock to keep
the students grounded.
The majority of students at
Murray High School have been
in school together since kindergarten and even preschool in
some cases. They have grown
up together and have made
friendships to last a lifetime. For
this class, saying goodbye at
graduation will be tough to what
has seemed natural and routine
for the past thirteen years.
Bonds have been , formed
between students, teachers, faculty members, and coaches and
although letting that go will be
tough, it shows how great of an
experience high school has truly
been. The teachers who nur-

tured, taught, and watched this
class grow up will soon be
releasing them to the real world
in hopes they will use what they
have been taught to make the
best of their future lives.
May 17 will be the last day for
the Class of 2013 to walk the'
halls of Murray High as students,their lockers will shut and
senior hall will be empty except
for the warm memories left
behind. At graduation, caps will
be thrown in the air celebrating
the end of childhood and the
beginning of adult life for the
class. High school is tough. but
the Class of 2013 has made the
tough times worth every second
of stress. This is a class that will
go far in life and will always be
loved at Murray High. The
experience has .been such a
wonderful one that it makes it
hard to say goodbye to high
school. The memories made by
this class will last a lifetime and
warm the hearts of students and
teachers alike when they think
back on them. Congratulations
to the Class of 2013!
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like to congratulate

Blake Wetherington

Shania Bridges of Calloway County High School. Dheepa

Loganathan

a Brandon Redd (3f Murray High School, and

Seth Frederick ,,f I astwood Christian Academy as recipients of the 2013

dnd

...7uneral

Heritage Bank Scholarship Fund. heritage Bank is proud of the academic
accomplishments of each of these students and the many others who will
he graduating in 2013. To date, Heritage Bank has awarded more than
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S220,i00 to students throughout western IsentuLk‘ and Tennessee.
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tha Brandon

201 S. Third Street • Murray, Ky

HERITAGEBANK

Mike Garland & Jeremy Grogan, Owners

BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
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www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
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L to R: Keisha Orr - President
Kayla Grady - Vice President
Bailey Futrell - Reporter
Morgan Stubblefield - Secretary
Allie Daniel - Treasurer
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CLASS CLOWN
Alex Creel

Allie Daniel

Keisha Orr

Nick Betts

Janae Smith

MOST OUTGOING

Danielle Dunnaway

Hugh Paschall

Courtney Thompson

Tyler Greer

Jaco

MOST DEPENDABLE

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

MOST STUDIOUS
Simon Mikulcik

MR & MISS CCHS

Logan English

Mont

BEST PERSONALITY
Kayli Napp

Drake Dunnaway

Congrats to our Sirloin Seniors 2013!
Sarah
Bethsey

Lust

Luken

SARNAIE

Whitney

Sylosy

Hwy. 641 South • Bel-Air Center • 753-0440

Seth
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BEST LOOKING

ler Greer

Jacob Burkeen

n English

Jnnaway

Allie Daniel Anna Brashear

MOST ATHLETIC

LE

Montana Rowland

MOST TALENTED
Dylan Johnson-Knaup

MOST SCHOOL SPIRIT
Rachel Ross

Zack Eells

MOST OUTSTANDING SENIOR BEST ALL AROUND SENIORS

Not Pictured: Tyler Greer

Simon Mikulcik

Conotoatutalions
Joseph Russell
7)estinv Ahaot!

Blake Wetherington

Hailey Harrison

Getting ct

Driver's License...

Tarr/ling le...

aoe rod o6 vett'

Ahart's Gravel & Sand
%Ira.
ye.•WAIN•
pia.W11110141011.

•
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*Pea Gravel
*Large Wash Rock
*Bank Gravel
*Mortar Sand

31

trigh School Crcultiotion...
...All are important rites of passage.

Drinking alcohol isn't one of them.
You don't need alcohol to
have a good time, Grad Sober!

*Sand *Topsoil *Fill Dirt *Mulch
Dense Grade

e
exotrtatedate040. Izadeerateaf
762-7332
www.ccasap.com

We install septic tanks, build driveways & excavate
vik

Ito izof

753-9899

too dotal en too 6149€1
Hours: Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-4 p.m.

Pickup or'
delivery
a vailable

2315 HOPKINS ROAD • MAO,KY

Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

Find us on Facebook

facebook.comicallowaycountyasap
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CCHS CLASS OF 2013
KELL
'MCKENZIE ADAMS

JEREMY ADDISON

DESTINY AHART

DUSTIN ALEXANDER

SAMANTHA ARMSTRONG

BRANDY BAKER

RYAN BAKER

ZACHARIAH BAKER

AUSTIN BARNETT

MATTHEW BATTEIGER

SUMMER BEASLEY

NICHOLAS BETTS

SARAH BIVINS

AARON BLACK

KAYLA BLACK

ALYSSA BOGARD

KRISTINA BOHANNON

JASON BOWEN

DONALD BOWMAN

ARIN BOYD

BRITTANI BRADLEY

ANNA BRASHEAR

SHANIA BRIDGES

NICHOLAS BRUNN

JACOB BURKEEN

HAYDEN BURKEY

BEN CAMP

TYLER CAMPBELL

CHANTRY CARROLL

AMBER CARTER

KELLIE CHAPMAN

KRISTEN CLAYTON

LEEANDRA CLEAVER

CHRISTIAN CLERE

AARON COLLIE

KHARA CONNER

TIMOTHY COOKSEY

KAITLYN CORY

KARL COTTERMAN

ALEX CREEL

CODI CROUCH

JOSHUA CUNNINGHAM

ALLIE DANIEL

JORDAN DAWSON

COURTNEY DICK

TIEN DINH

ASHLEY DIXON

EMILY DOWDY

WILLIAM DOWDY

DAKOTA DUKES

KEAUNA DUNNAWAY

KENDRICK DUNNAWAY

CAYLEE DURHAM

ALLIA EARICK

JENNIFER EDWARDS

ZACKARY EELLS

ANDRE

CAITI

BRYAN

AMANI

The Chamber
(1/ (,(iimmirc • .11u/ray-Cidkm ito. Gimp'

15 Flavors and
over 50 Toppings
to choose from!

Hours: Monday-Thursday 11w-10PM, Friday-Saturday 11 Am-11PM, Sunday 12pm-9pm

1304 Chestnut Street• Murray, KY

ZACHARY
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AH BAKER

BOGARD

kS BRUNN

I CLAYTON

KELLY ELKINS

LOGAN ENGLISH

JALISA FARMER

DAKOTA FEAGIN

4401/
FRANKLIN FINLEY

ANDREW FRAHER

RICHARD FRANCISCO

RONALD FRENCH

BAILEY FUTRELL

BRENDAN FUTRELL

KENNEDY GARRISON

ANDREA GIBSON

CAITLIN GRAY

DAVID GREEN

TYLER GREER

THOMAS GROVES

VICTORIA HANS

COURTNEY HALE

TAYLOR HALE

KAYLAN HALL

BRYAN HANELINE

MEGAN HARPE

ASHLEY HARPOLE

AMBER HARRIS

AUSTIN HARRIS

HAILEY HARRISON

MAKENZIE HELD

ADRIAN HERNDON

AMANDA HESTER

GABRIELLE HILL

CASEY HOBBS

AUSTIN HOLSTROM

ASHLEY HOLT

CHELSEA HOLT

FAITH HOOPER

JAMES HUDGINS

MALIK IDLETTE

AUSTIN JACKSON

DERRICKKA JONES

GREGORY JONES

JAMES JONES

JOHNATHON JONES

KELSEY KELLY

ROSA KIM

ZACHARY KONDRATKO

JEFFREY KRAUSS

LAKEN LEE

PHILLIP LEE

ARISTA MANNING

BREANNA MANUS

JOSHUA MARVIN

CREEL

DOWDY

kRY EELLS

IH

•

JESSICA FOSTER

Voted VI
Hardware

FOOD GIANT
1411;

KY

THOMAS FISHER

Class ôá 2013!
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CCHS CLASS OF 2013
NATHANIEL MAXWELL SULLIVAN MCCALLON

KIRSTIE MCCLARD

AMY MCDOUGAL

DEVIN MCDOUGAL

Murray I

MATTHEW MCREYNOLDS ALEXANDRIA MEHR

JAMES MCMINN

BETH

DANA MEREDITH

SIMON MIKULCIK

TRAVIS MILES

DEVIN MILLER

JOSEPH MILLER

BRYCE MILLS

MADISON MIZE

JONATHON MONTGOMERY

KATHR

HALEY MORRIS

RYAN MOFtRISON

JUSTIN MURDOCK

ALEXANDRIA NANCE

KAYLI NAPP

TIANNA NAWROCKI

GARRETT NUGENT
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KEISHA ORR

EMILY OVERBEY

LEE ANN ORR

DAKOTA PARRISH

HUGH PASCHALL

JAMES REVELL

DUGAN PEARSON

AUDREY ROBERTS
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ELIZABETH ROBERTS

BRACKEN ROBERTSON

AUSTIN ROGERS

HALEY ROGERS

ESTEFANNY ROMERO

BRITTNEY RUSSELL

JOSEPH RUSSELL

KAMBER SANDERS

KRISTOPHER SATO

TAYLOR SCHAAF

BRITTANY SCOTT

EMILY SCOTT

DESTINY SKINNER

JACQUELYN SMITH

KENSIE SMITH
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RACHEL ROSS

MONTANA ROWLAND

CORTNEY SCHAEFFER TYLER SCHANBACHER

JAZMINE STAPLES

SAMANTHA SPANN

COADY RULE

WILL SCHWETTMAN

DILLON STARKS
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We are proud of our 2013 graduates!
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• Jacob Clingermayer
• Hunter Cochran
• Paige Drew
• Charlie Graves
• Tori Hahs

• Hailey Harrison
• Lindsay Lambert
• Adam Melton
• Alex Miller
• Devin Miller

• John Ramey
• Kelsey Roberts
• Hogan Sullivan
• Kade Cullop
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DRIA MEHR
BETHANY STREET

MORGAN STUBBLEFIELD

AARON SWIFT

LAIKEN TABERS

JORDAN TETREV

COURTNEY THOMPSON

MEGAN TREMBLAY

ERIN TUBBS

KATHRYN TUCKER

IAN UMSTEAD

TIFFANY VAN DEVENTER

DEREK VAN HORN

ZACHARY VASTERLING

VERONICA VERDECIA

KATLIN WALKER

DEVON WARMACK

ANGELA WEST

DORRIE WEST

STEVEN WEST

BLAKE WETHERINGTON

CLINT WILSON

MEAGAN WINDER

ACRONIA WULFF

TIMOTHY WYATT

MONTGOMERY

H O'BRYAN

CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS NOT PICTURED

Y ROBERTS

Yazeed Alanazi
Elizabeth Bartlett
Emily Bland
Matthew Bradley
Tyler Brandsasse
Miranda Braun
Nicholas Cherrie
John Chrisman
Jonathan Cotton

Mason DameII
Destiney Dunlap
Dallas Elkins
Stetson Fletcher
Austin Fortenberry
Joshua Hadra
Gillian Hansgen
Arista Harper
Matthew Holder

Kaylee Ingram
Dylan Johnson-Knaup
Johnathan Karasek
Casey King
Drake Kunkel
Tommy Lane
Abel Lewis
Chase Martin
Peyton Mays

A'Dyn Milam
Joshua Miller
Anjelica O'Hair
James Oliver
Thomas Owen
Alex Paschall
Brandon Pemwell
Dee-Anna Robinson
Abbigail Rushing

Aubrey Summers
Mason Swift
Austin Trotter
Annamarie Turner
Jesse Vaught
Sara Wann
Steven Wooldridge

Calloway Seniors celebrate fond endings and hopeful beginnings
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By Logan English
Editor in Chief
It was a broiling day at the Jack D. Rose
Stadium. Students and family gathered on the
bleachers at the peak of the heat. Sunburns.
sweat and silly memories from middle school
filled the stands as the Class of 2013 graduated
from middle school and moved across the parking
lot to an entirely new world.
From what seemed like such a long time ago. we
will soon be walking across the stage as graduates
of Calloway County High School. As May 20th
draws closer and closer, seniors are beginning to
experience the nostalgia of leaving their four-year
career as high school students. Friendships have
been made, broken, and re-made: relationships
have been created, wrecked, and forgotten: priorities have been established, altered, and then
altered again. High school has been one of the
most confusing. challenging and life-altering
experiences that we as teenagers have faced thus
far.
Our inevitable fate began when we walked up
the bacl( steps for the first time as freshmen. We
entered the building with emotions that varied all
over the spectrum. Excitement. anxiety, and nausea ran rampant throughout the Class of 2013.
Immediately, students were. introduced to an
entirely new concept: block scheduling.
Previously accustomed to seven classes a day. students were nothing less than antsy sitting in the

90-minute classes.
Students were—and incoming classes continue
to be
into the always-crowded
"Freshman Hallway." Some lucky students were
blessed to be able to escape the mobs and venture
down to the Business Hall or the Ag Hall.
Students slowly became familiarized with the
contrasts between middle school and high school.
notably the change in the altered atmosphere of
the cafeteria. There were no longer straight lines,
"boy and girl" separation, or places to sit, as the
cafeteria is always full to the brim.
Time-management quickly became a skill necessary to survive in this new environment, as
bathroom time, locker time, and social time was
cut shorter than in middle school.
Freshmen were warned of the day that they
would be exposed to that video in Mrs. Dana
Stonecipher's health class, as well as looking for
the pool under the gym floor. (It really is there.
underclassmen.)
The memorable "212 Day" became a reality for
freshmen. Tiny pieces of red and blue construction paper filled the halls, as well as many teachers' classrooms. I'm almost positive that Mrs.
Natascha Parrish is still finding evidence of 212
Day from freshman year in her room.
The year flew by much quicker than anticipated,
and sophomore year was approaching right
around the corner.
Walking the halls as sophomores was not as

CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS!
May your future be AI smite,s

intimidating as wandering around like the lost
freshmen that we were. This confidence was
quickly diminished as students entered into Linda
DeVoss'Honors English II class. We were immediately forced to conic to terms that we were nothing but "stinkin sophomores." Thank .you, Mrs.
DeVoss.
Our familiarity with the school was still developing as we ventured past the realm of the
"Freshman Hallway." Classes became somewhat
more challenging. as was expected. Students
learned about supply and demand in Global Issues
and discussed The French Revolution in World
Civilization. Oxygen was plentiful in Mrs.
Melissa Green's biology class as students brought
in leaves for their Leaf Project. (Note to the
freshmen: Although you may have 20 trees near
your house, they could be absolutely identical or
not on the required list. Don't wait until the last
minute to go pick leaves. Learn from my mistakes.)
Sophomore year also, sadly, brought about the
last 212 Day for the Class of 2013.
Another summer flew by. and our third year of
high school was quickly approaching. Not yet
seniors, but no longer underclassmen, we began to
feel the stress that is usually associated with junior year. Classes became noticeably more difficult; teachers further stressed the importance of
paying attention in class, and students started their
collection of mail from various colleges.

Juniors were challenged in classes such as Mrs.
Vanda Elliott's Pre-Algebra. Mr. Marshall Ward's
and Mr. Keith Jared's US History, and we were
handed a brick in Mrs. Kris Fazi's English class:
Mrs. Fazi occasionally referred to the brick as
Gone With the Wind. The ACT was rapidly
approaching. and the pressure that we felt continued to increase every day as the long-awaited senior year approached. Luckily. the school didn't
burn to the ground as a result of a mishap in one
of Mrs. Erica Gray's Chemistry classes.
Students were beginning to fill out many applications. Some very strenuous applications, like
the Governor's Scholars Program and the
Commonwealth Honors Academy, weighed heavily on students, and the results of these applications could determine part of the students' future.
Juniors were introduced to a new state regulation: End-of-Course Exams. Even though we
thought that finals and AP tests were enough, we
were still facing a brand new exam that seemed—
from the reactions of teachers—to be extremely
detrimental to our school. Thankfully, the tests
went well, and the end of our junior year as in
sight.
The summer between our junior and senior year
seemed like it went by the fastest of the three summers. Our senior year became a reality quicker
than expected, and we were finally at the top of

See Page 14A
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Congratulations to the
Class of 2013!

the heap. Walking the halls on
the first day and seeing the girls
sporting their senior shirts, the
class members had finally
'reached one of the biggest
moments of our lives to date.
Unfortunately, the accountability and responsibilities of being a
senior can quickly become overshadowed by the fast-approaching epidemic of senioritis; we
successfully won the battle in
the fall semester, but by March,
senioritis had won the war.
Senior year brought about the
anticipation and anxiety of
determining where to go to college, as well as how to pay for
college. Scholarship applications became both the best
tance of education. Thank you
friend and the enemy of seniors County High School. The real
for instilling a sense of school
Are
seniors.
calling,
is
world
at CCHS.
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Wild West theme to 2013
CCHS Project Grad
Logan English
Editor in Chief
An end-of-the-year event in
which many seniors nationwide
anticipate is Project Graduation.
Teachers Ashley Fritsche and
Angela Hoback are the sponsors
Project
Calloway's
for
Graduation this year, which is
May 20th at CCHS after the
graduation ceremony at the
CFSB Center. Students can
begin coming in at 11:00 p.m.
and must be in by midnight.
"We are really excited for this
year's Project Graduation.
Many parents have great ideas
for events and games," said
Fritsche.

Usually, the theme remains a
secret. However, this year, students voted for the theme they
wanted, and it was announced
before Spring Break. This year
the theme will be "Wild West."
Senior Kennedy Garrison
commented on the event.
"I attended Project Grad my
sophomore year, and I had a
blast. I distinctly remember
wrestling Sullivan McCallon in
a sumo-suit. It was a memorable experience."
Several fundraisers were
organized and these include
rebate nights, a pancake breakfast, and an order from the

Mixed Bags fundraiser. It is
through this hard work that the
$25,000 goal was met.
Students wishing to attend
Project Graduation must have
returned the form they received
during the recent senior meeting. If a student wishes to
bring a guest, additional information on the form is required.
Additionally, students need to
be aware that if they leave
Project Graduation before it is
over at 6 a.m., parents will be
notified.
Logan. Editor in Chief of The
Laker Review, is the son of Mitzi
and Scott English of Murray.
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Graduation is only
a concept.
In real life every day
you graduate.
Graduation is a process
that goes on until the
last day of your life.
If you can grasp that,
you'll make a
difference.

Wishing all Calloway County,
Murray and Eastwood Christian
Academy graduates the
in your future!
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Our Graduates in The Murray Bank Family:
Katlin Walker, Keisha Orr & Shania Bridges
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Christy & Katlin Walker 7

Jeanne & keisha Orr

Sondra Waldrop & Shania Bridges
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A who e new world of opportunities await you as you venture into life as an
adult. No dream is too big and no goal is too high when you give it your best
shot This is just the aeginning graduates. the best is yet to come!
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The Physicians and staff of Primary Care Medical Center
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www.PrimaryCoreEverywhere.com
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